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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
Cross-flow boiling on tube/tube-bundles commonly found in horizontal steam
generators, kettle reboilers, etc. presents substantial complexity due to the local
two-phase flow structures in the presence of phase-change heat transfer, but a
modelling capability would be of considerable practical use.
To use component-scale ensemble-averaged Eulerian-Eulerian CFD multiple
additional closure models are required to define the interactions between bubbleliquid and bubble–bubble interfaces, and the choice of these models inevitably
affects the predictions. This thesis reports investigations into these closure
models, focusing mainly on the interfacial forces for modeling two-phase
adiabatic and subcooled boiling flows, and the effects that they have upon the
predictions of the flow, with the objective of attempting to identify so far as
possible a "best combination".
Detailed CFD investigations on adiabatic and boiling upward two-phase flows in
a simple vertical pipe geometry, using the ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid framework of the commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+, with various
interfacial force models, are reported. This is done for both adiabatic and
subcooled boiling flows.
One of the main findings of these studies was the model inadequacies associated
with the non-drag interfacial forces that are primarily responsible for the lateral
void distributions.
Among the interfacial force models investigated for adiabatic cases, the use of
the Ishii and Zuber (1979) drag coefficient, the Behzadi et al. (2004) lift
coefficient and the Antal et al. (1991) wall lubrication force model combination
gives the best predictions for all the primitive variables considered. However,
the need for a more appropriate model for the lift force coefficient, along with a
matched/paired model for the wall lift/lubrication force, is identified.
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ABSTRACT

For the subcooled boiling investigation, a negative lift coefficient (-0.1) in
conjunction with the default turbulent dispersion and wall lubrication force
models predicted a reasonably accurate axial void distribution, as well as an
acceptable velocity profile for both phases, and this is identified as the “best
combination”. In addition, many other shortcomings regarding the closures
related to the two-fluid framework have been identified and are discussed.
Finally, the ‘best combination’ of models has been used successfully to simulate
the boiling heat transfer on a single tube under cross-flow, which is a novel
application of the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid approach in conjunction with the
WHFP approach on such flow geometry.
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NOMENCLATURE

NOMENCLATURE
In the present thesis, normal symbols represent scalar quantities. Vectors are
denoted using arrow over the symbols and double underlined symbol is used to
represent the second order tensors.
Roman symbols
a
!
a

Interfacial area density, m2

A

Wall adjacent cell area, m2

Ab

Bubble influenced wall area fraction

c

Specific heat

C

Dimensionless coefficient

d

Bubble diameter, m

d0

Reference diameter for prescribed subcooling in Tolubinsky and
Kostanchuk (1970) model, default is 0.0006 m for 45 K.

d1

Calibration constant in Kocamustafaogulari model (default is
2.64x10−5 m degree )

d30

Three-zero diameter of bubble, m

d32

Sauter-mean diameter, m

dB

Bubble departure diameter, m

D

Pipe diameter

DcdTD

Tensor diffusivity coefficient in the definition of relative drift
velocity

e

Enthalpy

f

Friction factor in the Bozzano and Dente drag coefficient.

fB
!
F
!
g

Bubble departure frequency at the wall

Acceleration, m s2

Interfacial force
Acceleration due to gravity
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NOMENCLATURE

GK

Turbulent production

Gb

Turbulent production due to buoyancy

h

Heat transfer coefficient

j

Superficial velocity, m s

K

Turbulent kinetic energy, J

l

Length scale, m

!
m
!
M

Mass transfer rate between the phases, kg s

Mγ

Moment of the bubble size distribution

n

Number of bubbles per unit volume

n̂

Unit normal vector

NA

Nucleation site number density, m −2

Nref

Average cavity density, default is 4.74×10! sites/m-2

p

Pressure, Pa

()

(

Interfacial momentum transfer rate, kg m2s2

)

P d

Probability distribution function

R

Radius, m

Rc

Critical cavity radius.

Q

Inter-phase heat transfer

SK

Turbulent kinetic energy source term due to turbulence induced by
dispersed phase

Sε

Turbulent dissipation rate source term due to turbulence induced by
dispersed phase

Sγ

S-Gamma bubble size distribution model

t

Time, s

tw

Waiting time of the bubble at the wall before departure

T

Temperature, K

ΔTsub

Liquid subcooling
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NOMENCLATURE

!
v

Velocity vector, m s

!
vTD

Relative drift velocity in the definition of turbulent dispersion force

UT
!
Ull

Terminal velocity of bubble, m s

V

Volume, m3

yw

Wall distance, m

Wall parallel velocity defined in Antal et al’s wall lubrication force

Greek symbols
α

Volume fraction

β

Coefficient in Ct model, dimensionless

ε′

Multiplier for area of influence in wall boiling.

ε

Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, m2 s3

ε∞

Parameter defined by two bubble Reynolds numbers

ρ

Density, kg m3

Δρ

Density difference between the phases

τ

Molecular stress tensor

τt

Turbulent stress tensor

λ

Thermal conductivity, W ( m.K )

λ′

Cavity length scale, default 2.50E-6 m

µ

Dynamic viscosity, Pa.s

µt

Turbulent (eddy) viscosity

σ

Surface tension, N m

σ2

Variance in the log space

γ!

Shear rate, s-1

σ K or σ ε

Turbulent Schmidt numbers, dimensionless

θ

Wall contact angle, default 41.37o for water

θ′

Wall contact angle scale, standard value is 41.37o
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NOMENCLATURE

Subscripts
a

Interfacial area

b or B

Bubble

c

Continuous (liquid) phase

d

Dispersed (gas/vapour) phase

e

Eddy

h

Horizontal/lateral

k

Field/phase ( k = c or d )

m

Mixture, mean

p

Parameters defined at constant pressure

r

Relative value between two phases

w

Parameters defined at wall.

br

Breakup

cl

Coalescence

wb

Wall boiling

max

Maximum

min

Minimum

conv

Convection

evap

Evaporation

mass

Mass transfer due to evaporation/condensation

quench

Quenching

D

Drag

L

Lift

T

Terminal

LV

Latent heat of vaporization

TD

Turbulent dispersion

VM

Virtual mass

WL

Wall lubrication

γ

Order of the moment of size distribution

∞

Single particle system
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NOMENCLATURE

Superscripts
′

Fluctuation components

+

Wall units

t

Turbulence

D

Drag

L

Lift

TD

Turbulent dispersion

VM

Virtual mass

WL

Wall lubrication

Dimensionless numbers
CD

Drag coefficient

CL

Lift coefficient

Ct

Turbulence response coefficient

Cµ

Constant in Standard k − ε model

Eo

Eötvös number

Eod

Modified Eötvös number based on maximum horizontal dimension
of a bubble.

( )

f ρ+

Logarithmic, non-dimensional density function representing the
effect of pressure

GS∞

Non-dimensional velocity gradient

Mo

Morton number

NRe∞

Bubble Reynolds number based on relative velocity.

NReγ! ∞

Bubble Reynolds number based on velocity gradient

Nu

Nusselt number

Pr

Prandtl number

Re

Reynolds number
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NOMENCLATURE

Miscellaneous
∇

Nabla/Vector differential operator

Δ

Difference

Abbreviations
BWR

Boiling Water Reactor

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

PWR

Pressurized Water Reactor

RPI

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

WHFP

Wall Heat Flux Partitioning Approach
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 CFD MODELING OF TWO-PHASE FLOW IN SIMPLE AND
CROSS-FLOW GEOMETRIES
Nuclear energy systems and similar industrial heat exchanger systems
commonly employ either pool boiling or flow boiling as a means for transferring
heat effectively. However, there are many instances in which flow across heated
tubes is used for heat transfer, and boiling in these situations is termed “crossflow boiling”. A common example of cross-flow boiling is that of boiling on a
tube bundle where boiling occurs on the surfaces of an array of (usually
horizontal) tubes over which the liquid flows in a direction normal to the tube
axis. Horizontal thermo-siphons, kettle re-boilers and horizontal steam
generators are some examples of shell-and-tube heat exchangers that are
extensively used in process and nuclear industries. Although the boiling in the
kettle re-boiler is somewhat analogous to pool boiling, it is considered as a case
of cross-flow boiling by Hewitt (1998) as the boiling in the bundle induces
circulation within the liquid pool. By the same analogy, the boiling in the tubebundle in a horizontal steam generator can also be considered as cross-flow
boiling.
The effectiveness of heat transfer in these devices is the result of a complex
interaction between the dynamics of the gas and liquid phases, i.e. the two-phase
flows, which is quite challenging to solve numerically. In the shell-side of this
heat exchanger/steam generator, additional complexity is introduced when
compared with in-tube boiling due to geometrical parameters regarding flow
direction, tube arrangement, tube spacing, number of rows and columns, and
tube diameter.
Therefore, accurate understanding of the hydrodynamics of two-phase flow with
or without heat and mass transfer is crucial for optimum design and operation of
20
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such energy conversion systems and various other industrial processes. Besides
experimental studies, numerical simulations using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes are extensively used to gain detailed physical insight into this kind
of complex gas-liquid two-phase flow processes. With the endless increase in
computer power, very small-scale physical phenomena can now in principle be
resolved using CFD techniques without the need for any closure models for
phasic interaction terms; for instance, bubbly flow simulation using interfacetracking method can resolve gas–liquid interfaces. Still, this kind of micro-scale
approaches is limited to relatively small systems owing to the huge cost
associated with such computations.
As an alternative approach, many researchers have developed and applied threedimensional two-fluid models for the prediction of two-phase flow thermalhydraulics within tube or rod bundles on the shell side of a kettle re-boiler or
horizontal steam generator using the porous media approach. This is a kind of
averaging approach effectively eliminates the complexity that arises due to the
tube bundle internal arrangements. The tube bundle is simply treated as a porous
medium in which the drag coefficient and tube-wall flow resistances are
deduced from the empirically based, one-dimensional model. Although this
approach, which requires much less computational resources, claims to obtain
numerical predictions with an acceptable agreement with the available measured
void fraction data, it in effect eliminates the detail of thermal-hydraulic flow
features.
If the detailed flow field, temperature and volume fraction distribution of water
and steam in the tube bundle were to be solved numerically, it would be useful
in predicting the overall performance as well as lifetime management of the
steam generators that are currently in service. Moreover it can be applied in
designing new steam generators that employ horizontal cross-flow configuration
such as PGV of Russian PWR (VVER), and also in accident analysis of the
21
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nuclear system.
An ensemble-averaged description by the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model is
the only possible way to address these problems at component scale, which is
achieved at the cost of losing vital information of the location of interfaces due
to averaging. This necessitates additional closure models to define the
interactions between bubble-liquid and bubble–bubble interfaces. The choice of
these models influences the predictive ability of such a numerical simulation.
Closure requirements for adiabatic bubbly two-phase flows, with no exchange of
heat and mass between the phases, are as follows
(i)

Momentum transfer between the dispersed (bubbles) and the continuous
(liquid) phases,

(ii)

The effects of the dispersed phase on the turbulence of the continuous
phase, and

(iii)

Bubble coalescence and break-up processes that govern the distribution
of bubble sizes and eventually the interfacial transfer terms.

The above three features are intricately coupled and as a whole determines the
bubble dynamics not only in adiabatic two-phase flow but also for boiling twophase flow, where in addition, heat and mass transfer across the interfaces and
at the wall increases the complexity considerably. Thus, these factors cannot be
considered separately.

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK
To model two-phase flows with significant volume fractions of both phases, the
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid framework of interpenetrating continua has been
extensively used, where for each phase balance equations for mass, momentum
and energy are solved separately and weighted by the respective volumefraction. The approach thus embodies the ensemble-averaged probability of
existence for each phase at a certain point in space and time. The interfacial
22
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exchange of mass, momentum and energy is described by source/sink terms in
the balance equations for two-phases; however, in the last two decades, various
combinations of these closure sets for the interfacial transfer terms have been
proposed in the open literature.
Numerous CFD works (Ustinenko et al., 2008, Yun et al., 2012, Rzehak and
Krepper, 2013) have been reported so far utilizing the Eulerian-Eulerian twofluid approach for modeling sub-cooled flow boiling in relatively simple
geometries (for instance, a straight channel/vertical pipe, resembling a nuclear
fuel rod). The proposed subcooled boiling model in combination with a bubble
size distribution model, which incorporates bubble break-up and coalescence
phenomena, etc. provides an overall comprehensive prediction that reflects the
real physics of the system. In order to enhance the prediction capability of these
codes many questions still need to be answered even for the relatively simple
geometries to improve the overall subcooled boiling model.
Therefore, an in-depth analysis (both analytical and numerical) of adiabatic and
boiling two-phase flow in a simple (for instance, a vertical pipe) and a relatively
complex cross-flow geometry are primary objectives of this current research. To
achieve this, a detailed review and examination of the models/closures
developed so far is needed, covering momentum transfer between the phases,
bubble size distribution and associated processes, and interfacial and wall heat
and mass transfer in phase change in the context of Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
approach for modeling adiabatic and sub-cooled boiling flow.
In addition, the scope of the present work includes CFD investigations of
various interfacial transfer terms associated with the two-phase sub-cooled
boiling flows and proposes a combination of closures that provides the optimum
predictions. Prior to this, adiabatic bubbly flow, where only momentum is
exchanged between the phases, is also considered. Apart from the interest it has
in its own right, outcomes obtained for this restricted problem will provide a
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good starting point for the research of more complex conditions that include heat
and mass transfer associated with phase change. The objective of the study also
includes application of the CFD Eulerian subcooled boiling model in cross-flow
geometries, such as boiling on a single tube under cross-flow and possibly in a
bundle, using the validated best combination of closure models found earlier and
validates these with available thermal-hydraulic data of cross-flow boiling as far
as possible.
Although some promising progress has been made in the development of boiling
models for inclusion into CFD treatments, these are by no means complete and
perfect. Part of this project would involve assessment of and improvement of
these boiling models specifically for cross flow over tube geometries and
validation against existing experimental data.
Successful implementation of these objectives, will aid in the future effort to
produce a component scale model of cross flow boiling over tube bundle which
might be ultimately used within an overall model for the VVER steam generator
or similar cross-flow heat exchanger.

1.3 PRESENT CONTRIBUTION
The contributions made are as follows:
• Examined various models/closures related to the ensemble average
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling approach available in open
literature focusing mainly on interfacial forces for modeling two-phase
adiabatic and subcooled boiling flows.
- It is found that the drag force and virtual mass force have little or no
effect on the lateral void distribution;
- In contrast, the lift force and so called wall lubrication force seem to
play the chief role to determine the lateral void distribution, therefore
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given importance in the literature for simulating adiabatic bubbly
flows in a vertical pipe.
- For modeling subcooled boiling, there exist inconsistent inferences for
the lift force coefficient model/values in general; Moreover, the
applicability of the wall lubrication force, particularly in high-pressure
test cases, is somewhat questionable.
• Carried out comprehensive CFD investigation of adiabatic two-phase
bubbly flows in a pipe:
- Recognized the lack of an appropriate/general lift force coefficient
model suitable for modeling two-phase flow with significant dispersed
phase fraction.
- Predictions of all primitive variables using the Behzadi et al. lift force
coefficient model were found to be fairly reasonable, nevertheless it
has the inherent weakness of not changing the sign/direction
automatically depending on the bubble size evolution in the flow.
- Identified that the wall lubrication force and lift force models along
with the coefficients should be proposed in a combination rather than
separately, because they strongly couple and this plays a major role on
the radial distribution of the bubbles/void.
- It is evident that, to get the wall void peak, the strength of the wall
lubrication force should be comparable in magnitude to the strength of
the lift force adjacent to the wall. Furthermore, the range of the wall
lubrication force may not be limited to close proximity to the wall;
rather it may extend to the core like that of Tomiyama et al.’s wall
lubrication force.
- Effects of various drag coefficient models on the primitive flow
variables have also been investigated. The radial distribution of all of
these variables including that for the void fraction were found to be
insensitive to the drag coefficient model used.
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- Among the interfacial force models investigated, the Ishii and Zuber
(1979) drag coefficient, the Behzadi et al. (2004) lift coefficient and
the Antal et al. (1991) wall lubrication force model combination gives
the best predictions for all the primitive variables considered (phase
velocity profile, radial void, sauter mean diameter and interfacial area
concentration distribution).
• Carried out detailed CFD investigation of subcooled boiling flows in a
pipe:
- Identified the inability of the Tomiyama et al. (2002) lift force
coefficient model and Antal et al.’s (1991) wall lubrication force
model (WLF) to transport the generated vapor away from the wall in
subcooled flow boiling.
- Based on the simulations, proposed a combination of models with
specific parameters for simulating subcooled boiling test cases. This
study on the CFD subcooled boiling also highlighted that the lift force
and virtual mass force share an interesting coupling and need further
investigation.
- It was found that the Kurul-Podowski linear bubble size model simply
diminishes the effect of bubble departure size, by giving more or less
the same predictions in combination with any of the models.
- It was also found that to predict an accurate void profile in subcooled
flow boiling simulation correct combination of both the wall boiling
and bubble size distribution models should be used with a proper
selection of grid/mesh size.
- Another important finding from the study is the inability of STARCCM+ to predict the inception of boiling, particularly when the SGamma model is used in conjunction with the latest wall-boiling
closures. To overcome this, the original coalescence model of
Friedlander (1977) was implemented; this model can predict the
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inception of boiling accurately. However it gives higher crosssectional average void downstream.
• Carried out to the author’s knowledge what are the first-ever CFD
simulations of boiling on a single tube under cross-flow:
- The predictions of the simulations were found to follow the trends of
the experimental data, although under-predicted in some of the cases.

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE
The thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 1 introduced the background of the work, setting the objectives,
noting the present contributions, and giving the structure of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 contains an extensive literature review and examination of the
interfacial and wall transfer closures in the context of ensemble average
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling framework.
• Chapter 3 encompasses mathematical models of CFD ensemble average
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling framework for predicting adiabatic
and boiling two-phase flows.
• Chapter 4 presents the numerical investigation conducted on adiabatic
two-phase bubbly flows in a vertical pipe.
• Chapter 5 presents the numerical investigation conducted on two-phase
subcooled boiling flows in a vertical pipe.
• Chapter 6 presents numerical works on boiling on a single tube under
cross-flow condition.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions from the studies and discusses
future work.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW: CFD MODELING OF
TWO-PHASE FLOWS
2.1 BACKGROUND
In the engineering applications, the multi-scale nature of the two-phase flow
physics necessitates consideration of effects of various physical processes at
different scales in the flow formulation, and the use of various closure relations.
At least four different scales can be distinguished in multiphase flow: system
scale, macroscopic or component scale that requires continuum assumption,
meso-scale related to local structures, and microscopic scale related to very
minute structures and molecular transport.
Thus, at the macroscopic scale, also known as the component scale,
macrophysics of two-phase flow such as the topology of interface and the
transport of mass, momentum and energy are focused and addressed using CFD
models with various suitable averaging procedures. One such modeling
approach is the “two-fluid model” developed by Ishii (1975), Ishii and Mishima
(1984), where the two-phases are considered separately by expressing in terms
of a set of conservation equations governing the mass, momentum and energy
balance for each phase. Moreover, the averaged fields of one phase are
intricately dependent on the other phase, and these phasic interactions and
transfers (mass, momentum and energy), which additionally obey conservation
principle at the interfaces, are taken into account by including the interaction
terms in the balance equations. Accordingly, six differential field equations with
three interfacial transfer conditions govern the macroscopic two-phase flow
systems in two-fluid approach making it far more complex than the drift-flux
model in terms of the number of field equations involved as well as in terms of
the constitutive equations required for modeling the interfacial transfer terms
(Ishii and Hibiki, 2011).
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The two phases are essentially independent without these interfacial transfer
terms in the field equations. Thus, inclusion of these terms and their efficient
modeling determines the degree of coupling between the phases and greatly
influences the transfer processes. In the Eulerian-Eulearian two-fluid modeling
concept, phases coexist everywhere in the flow domain and are mixed on length
scales smaller than the length scales able to be resolved. This coexistence of
phases, known as “interpenetrating continua”, reflects the time averaged
behavior of the flow, rather than the instantaneous behavior.
In bubbly two-phase flow, the dispersed phase exists in very small spatial scales;
moreover, its density is considerably lower than the continuous phase. Owing to
both of these reasons, generally turbulence in only the continuous liquid phase is
considered, and is usually modeled using either of the two-equation based
standard K-Epsilon (Launder and Spalding, 1974) or SST K-Omega model
(Menter, 1994) with or without inclusion of the source terms for bubble-induced
turbulence generation. Instead of a full turbulence model for the dispersed
phase, a turbulent response function like that developed by R. I. Issa in 1992
(Behzadi et al. (2004)) can also be used, that provides a well-defined model for
dispersed phase effective turbulent diffusivity and standard wall functions.
For near wall turbulence modeling, in conjunction with the liquid phase
turbulence model, a single phase high Y+ wall treatment (wall function
approach) model is typically employed, which can significantly reduce the
memory intensiveness of the two-phase computation by avoiding the calculation
of wall distance when used to simulate high-Reynolds number flow cases. It is
reported that the conventional CFD codes for two-phase flow tend to overpredict both continuous and dispersed phase velocities near a boiling wall (Lee
et al., 2002). Adoption of a single phase wall function for the liquid velocity
near the heated wall even with the two-phase sub-cooled boiling flow is one of
the causes of this anomaly which is simply unable to capture the disruptions of
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the near-wall flow field caused by the growing and detaching of the bubbles.
Recently, a number of researchers have applied two-phase velocity wall
functions for the simulation of sub-cooled boiling flow. For instance, Končar
and Borut (2010) and Yun et al. (2012) implemented a two-phase velocity wall
function following Ramstorfer et al. (2007) and Duncan et al. (1972)
respectively to improve the predictions in the near-wall region. It is observed
that the calculation with the two-phase wall function removes the peak in the
near wall region of the radial distribution of axial velocity profile, which is
otherwise always found using a single-phase wall function, thereby account for
the boiling induced turbulence in the vicinity of a heated wall.
Thus the mathematical models and related closures of CFD two-phase flow
systems are in no way firmly established yet. Therefore, extensive research is
needed to develop a comprehensive ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian twofluid two/three-dimensional model for two-phase flow simulation.
In the last three decades, an extensive amount of studies concerning two-phase
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations has been done using the
ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid framework. A review of all of
these literatures is beyond the scope of the present thesis and would not be
feasible also, owing to the numerous conferences and literatures in this field.
Therefore, the succeeding literature survey and analysis mainly concentrated on
the prevalent models that are widely accepted and employed in the EulerianEulerian two-fluid modeling framework for the prediction of two-phase
adiabatic bubbly and subcooled boiling flows in simple geometries, and such
numerical/CFD works implementing the models that play a directive role for the
long-term goal of indicating the modeling requirements and existing challenges.
In examining the literature the following topics are mainly discussed as per the
objectives put forward in Chapter 1:
• Closures for momentum transfer between the phases,
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• Bubble size distribution in two phase flow, and
• Wall heat flux partitioning in subcooled boiling.

2.2 CLOSURES FOR MOMENTUM TRANSFER BETWEEN THE
PHASES
In the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model framework, numerous investigations
have been conducted regarding the effect of these forces, both drag and nondrag, with emphasis given on the non-drag forces due to their effect on the radial
distributions of the bubbles. The literature in general gives inconsistent
indications of the importance of each of these forces, and it is their cumulative
effect that is generally reported; although the individual role of these forces is
very difficult to distinguish and can vary from flow to flow.

2.2.1 Drag Force
For a single particle (that includes gas bubble, liquid droplet and solid particle) a
considerable amount of research on the drag coefficient ( C D ) has been
conducted. The drag coefficient in the gas–liquid two-phase systems is far more
complex due to the possible deformation of a gas bubble induced by various
phenomena, such as liquid phase turbulence, interfacial interaction and phase
change, etc.

Various models are available in the literature specifically for

bubbles; these models vary in their applicability due to their dependencies on
different ranges of Reynolds number (Re), Eötvös number (Eo), Morton number
(Mo), bubble diameter, relative velocity between the phases and also on the
contamination of the continuous phase. Accordingly, the drag coefficient in
bubbly two-phase flow is defined for the following four regimes, namely:
Stokes, viscous, inertia and spherical cap. Bubble Reynolds number in the
Stokes regime is less than 0.2, and it is in the range between 0.2 and 1000 for the
viscous regime. In addition, the drag coefficient in the viscous regime considers
dependency on bubble diameter and relative velocity. Bubble Reynolds numbers
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between 1000 and 100,000 are classed in the inertia regime. Furthermore,
bubble deformation in the spherical cap regime is taken into account in the drag
coefficient by introducing the dependency on the Eötvos number. In this regime,
dependence on relative velocity is not observed. The proper drag coefficient
model is determined by taking the boundary value of inlet bubble diameter and
relative velocity observed in these regimes into account.
The drag force coefficient model developed by Ishii and Chawla (1979) is
mechanistically based and covers a wide range of fluid properties and bubble
diameters, from the Strokes regime up to the Newton's regime or the churnturbulent-flow regime; however it is developed for contaminated systems and
therefore not expected to give good predictions for clean systems. Later Ishii
and Zuber (1979) correlated the drag coefficient with three different bubbly flow
shape regimes (viscous, inertia and spherical cap) and proposed a model as a
function of bubble Reynolds number based on the presence of different level of
void fraction in the flow. This is the most utilized drag coefficient model in CFD
two-phase bubbly flows. For example, Anglart and Nylund (1996), Anglart et al.
(1997a), Krepper et al. (2007), Krepper et al. (2013) and many others used this
model to predict the void fraction distribution in two-phase bubbly flows in fuel
rod bundles. Tu and Yeoh (2002), and

Končar et al. (2004) extended its

application in CFD modeling of low-pressure subcooled boiling flows. Lately,
Rzehak and Kriebitzsch (2015) used this model in their code comparison study
for CFD-simulation of bubbly pipe flow between ANSYS-CFX and
OpenFOAM. In addition to this model, Končar and Krepper (2008) also used the
drag force coefficient model by Schiller and Naumann (1933)

originally

developed for spherical rigid particles (viscous regime) to simulate the
experiments of convective flow boiling of refrigerant R-113 in a vertical annular
channel by Roy et al. (2001) . They concluded that among the two drag
coefficient models, Ishii–Zuber results in a higher interfacial drag and
consequently lower gas velocity, whereas it has no influence on the liquid
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velocity and temperature at all. Nonetheless it predicts a much higher void near
the wall that closely follows the measured values.
Another drag coefficient model that is widely used, for instance by Krepper and
Lucas (2012), Yamoah et al. (2015b), and particularly by the users of ANSYS
CFX is that by Grace et al. (1976) [given in Clift et al. (1978)]; it was developed
for flow past isolated ellipsoidal shape bubble using air-water data and claims
to produce better results for air-water systems with low dispersed phase fraction.
The expression of the drag coefficient depends on the terminal velocity of an
isolated bubble which is further correlated to the Morton number and Eötvos
number by Clift et al. (1978).
The latest studies, such as by Rusche and Issa (2000), Behzadi et al. (2004) and
Simonnet et al. (2007) have however concentrated on fitting a multiplier for the
drag force coefficient that can be used across a wide range of void fractions and
different flow regimes. In this approach, the ratio of the drag coefficient for high
phase fraction to its single/isolated bubble value is fitted to a function of the
phase fraction. For example, Behzadi et al. (2004) proposed a drag coefficient
which is expressed as a product of a correction term times the drag coefficient
for a single dispersed phase element, and the correction term accounts the
effects due to the presence of other dispersed phase elements. Its values are
extracted by Rusche and Issa (2000) from experimental data. For values of void
fraction up to 0.3, the correction term increases linearly, however, at higher void
fraction it increases almost exponentially. While for very low phase fractions its
value reduces to 1 as expected for a single bubble or droplet, it can reach values
of 5 or 6 for densely packed systems. From the curve fitting of the experimental
data, Behzadi et al. (2004) proposed the functional form of the correction term
as combinations of a power law and an exponential function.
Simonnet et al. (2007) have proposed a novel drag correlation for pure air-water
systems through experimental investigation which is similar to the form to that
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of Behzadi et al. (2004), i.e., as a product of the drag coefficient for a single
dispersed phase element in an infinite medium and a factor that depends on the
local volume fraction of the dispersed phase. In conjunction with this, the drag
coefficient of the single isolated bubble is determined by the force balance
(buoyancy, drag and gravitational) applying on it.
Li et al. (2009) utilized the improved expression by Simmonet et al. to
investigate the bubbly to slug transitional regime in two-phase flow and
compared the predictions with that for the Ishii and Zuber (1979) correlation.
The Ishii-Zuber drag coefficient correlation was found to give better predictions
for radial void distribution in all the simulated cases of Hibiki et al. (2001). In
contrast, use of Simmonet et al’s drag coefficient gives comparatively better
prediction of the axial gas velocity profiles for all the flow conditions
considered, compared to the Ishii and Zuber’s correlation because the former
gives additional consideration to the presence of neighboring bubbles. This
confirms the effect of neighboring bubbles, which could be significant in high
void fraction flow conditions where bubbles are tightly packed. In addition, it
was also mentioned that it is the lift force that eventually becomes the
dominating factor in governing the lateral void fraction distributions.
Asher et al. (2011) conducted a parameter sensitivity study of boiling and twophase flow models using the drag force coefficient model of Wang (1994),
which is a correlation derived using curve-fitting measurements for a single
bubble rising in water at near atmospheric pressure. This model allows for
reduced drag due to internal circulation in the bubble. For the prediction of
subcooled boiling flow, Yun et al. (2012) introduced the drag coefficient model
by Bozzano and Dente (2001); this model is a semi-empirical correlation that
takes into account the geometrical deformation of a bubble with a single
expression and also considers the reduction in drag owing to the internal
circulation in the bubble and covers a wide range of bubbly flow regimes. It has
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been developed for the case of a single bubble rising in a liquid column under
the action of gravity and depends on two terms; a friction factor and a
deformation factor. Both of these quantities are function of Reynolds number,
Morton number and Eötvos number. Due to the dependency on both Eötvos
number and Morton number, it can be applied to highly viscous systems as well
as low and high-pressure water systems.
Last but not the least, based on Schiller and Naumann’s (1933) model,
Tomiyama et al. (1998) proposed a correlation to model the drag coefficient for
viscous and inertial shape regimes in three contamination states, namely: clean,
moderate and contaminated. This model depends on bubble Reynolds number,
Eotvos number and Morton number, and is therefore applicable to systems for a
wide range of conditions including the distorted bubble regime. In addition,
Tomiyama et al.’s drag coefficient for pure and moderately contaminated state
allows for reduced drag due to internal circulation, and the authors used this
model while evaluating their famous lift coefficient model (Tomiyama et al.,
2002). Lucas and Krepper (2007) tested three different drag coefficient models,
namely: Tomiyama et al., Grace (Clift et al., 1978), and Schiller and Naumann
(1933), for the modeling of poly-dispersed bubbly flows in different geometries.
Frank et al. (2005, 2008) used Tomiyama et al.’s drag coefficient model and a
model by Grace et al. (1976) for the simulation of two-phase air-water bubbly
flows in pipe using the ANSYS CFX. It was concluded that the best agreement
with experimental data was observed for the simulation with Tomiyama et al.’s
drag coefficient correlation.
From the above discussion, it is evident that drag force has little or no influence
on the lateral bubble/void migration in two-phase bubbly flow with or without
heat transfer. However, a detailed CFD investigation was conducted for
adiabatic bubbly flows in a vertical pipe to compare the effects of the drag
coefficient models and is presented in this thesis (Chapter 4). Although
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numerous drag coefficient models are available in the open literature for
bubbles, based on the above review and also due to its applicability to systems
with a wide range of conditions, the Tomiyama et al. (1998) correlation for pure
contamination state is used as the drag coefficient model in the CFD simulation
of subcooled boiling flows.

2.2.2 Lift Force
The lift force model and associated correlation for the coefficient found in the
open literature mainly developed following analytical, numerical, and
experimental approaches. Saffman (1965) derived an analytical expression for
the lift force on a solid sphere for very low Reynolds number sheared flow
where the lift force is proportional to the square root of the shear rate. Later, Mei
and Klausner (1994) extended the result of Saffman (1965) to the uniform shear
flow over a spherical bubble where a shear free condition is imposed on the
surface instead of the no-slip condition applied to the solid sphere surface and
found that the magnitude of the force is two thirds of that for a solid sphere.
Based on some assumptions, Auton (1987) derived the form of the lift force on a
sphere in an inviscid shear flow analytically. This expression, which is also
applicable for large spherical bubbles for very low shear rate, is widely accepted
as the standard form for the lift force model. McLaughlin (1991, 1993),
Legendre and Magnaudet (1998)

and Legendre et al. (2008) followed a

numerical approach to obtain empirical correlations for the lift force coefficient.
In the experimental method, experimental data are utilized to obtain an empirical
correlation; one famous example is the work of Tomiyama et al. (2002). A
comprehensive list of the studies on lift force following the three approaches
mentioned above can be found in the review by Hibiki and Ishii (2007).
As pointed out by Legendre and Magnaudet (1998), the origin of the lift force
can be understood from the theoretical expression established by Auton (1987)
i.e., the integral giving the lift force [Chapter 3, Eqn. 15]. In an inviscid fluid,
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due to the advection and the stretching of the vorticity present in the undisturbed
flow, which is essentially non-symmetric around the bubble, an asymmetric
distribution of the meridian velocity develops at the bubble surface. This gives
rise to a lift force on the bubble in the transverse/lateral direction and for a wallbounded flow the direction of the force is always towards the wall giving a
positive lift coefficient. For slightly shear flow around a spherical bubble, Auton
(1987) confirms a value of 0.5 for the lift force coefficient found through
computation and control volume analysis. Wang et al. (1987) mentioned that lift
force coefficient reaches a maximum value of 0.5 when the bubble Reynolds
number approaches infinity, i.e. for inviscid flow. In contrast, for highly sheared
flow it approaches 0.01. While the optimum value of the lift coefficient can vary
from flow to flow configuration, for the predictions of fully developed bubbly
two-phase flow in a vertical pipe many researchers have used a value of 0.1 or
below quite successfully. For instance, Anglart and Nylund (1996) used a value
of 0.03. Moraga et al. (1999) cited that the presence of a slanted wake and
turbulence mainly attributed to the reduction in the lift coefficient value from
0.5 to 0.1 and these phenomena were grossly neglected in the inviscid analysis.
Many experiments have been conducted to identify the essential parameters
related to lateral bubble migration phenomena. These experiments showed that
relatively small bubbles tend to move toward a channel wall, in contrast the
opposite tendency is seen for larger bubbles (Tomiyama et al., 2002, Hibiki and
Ishii, 2002). Numerical studies indicate that the bubble size and the interaction
between its wake and the local shear field play a crucial role in the lateral
movement of bubble. Tomiyama et al. (1998, 2002) conducted experiments on
the migration of single air bubbles in glycerol–water solutions to calculate the
lateral lift force acting on single bubbles. Based on their findings, an Eötvös
number-dependent empirical correlation was proposed by assuming the same
functional form for the lift force caused by the slanted wake as that of the shearinduced one. A similar form of correlation was also proposed by Ohnuki and
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Akimoto (2001). All these models are developed for single bubble/particle
systems. Unfortunately, so far very few works have been done on the influence
of the phase fraction on the lift coefficient. Beyerlein et al. (1985) developed the
first-ever void fraction-dependent lift force coefficient where he correlates the
lift coefficient with the mean inlet phase fraction. Later Behzadi et al. (2004)
proposed a generalized lift force coefficient which depends on the local
instantaneous void fraction.
In the CFD modeling of adiabatic and subcooled boiling flows, the correlation
developed by Tomiyama et al. (2002) is widely used to model the lift coefficient
of the standard lift force model by Auton et al. (1988). This model has the
property of changing the sign of the lift force based on the size and shape of the
bubble, and depending on a critical bubble diameter (!db ) the smaller bubbles are
pushed to towards the wall and the larger bubbles away from the wall. Frank et
al. (2005) and Krepper et al. (2009) used this model for poly-dispersed bubbly
flows in pipe. For steam–water two-phase flow at atmospheric pressure, the
value of the critical bubble diameter is approximately 5.4mm. Lucas et al.
(2007) have shown the applicability of the correlation

for poly-dispersed

turbulent flows and mentioned that for steam-water flow at 7 MPa the critical
bubble diameter decreases to 3.5 mm. However, the bubble departure
diameter/sizes found from high-pressure test cases relevant to the core of a
BWR or PWR are at least one order of magnitude lower than this critical value.
This raises questions regarding the applicability of Tomiyama et al.’s lift
coefficient correlation specifically in the CFD simulation of high-pressure
subcooled boiling test cases. Although this mismatch in bubble sizes is
acknowledged for high pressure, e.g. by Krepper et al. (2007, 2013) and Krepper
and Lucas (2012), nevertheless the Tomiyama correlation is still used for
modeling subcooled boiling flows as the near-wall bubble lift-off mechanism is
not well understood yet. For instance, Tentner et al. (2005), Ustinenko et al.
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(2008) used this model in adiabatic two-phase bubbly flows as well as for
subcooled flow boiling and boiling water reactor analysis, and compared the
predictions with some constant values of lift coefficient (both positive and
negative). Although it is mentioned by Ustinenko et al. (2008) that using the lift
force as a function of Eotvos

number

(i.e. Tomiyama et al. (2002) lift

coefficient) provides good match of simulated radial distribution of void fraction
and of axial liquid and air velocity to experimental data, a close inspection of the
data reveals that use of constant negative coefficients gives better predictions
compared to the calculation using the Tomiyama lift coefficients, which gives
positive coefficients for the bubble size range in the concerned experiments.
Later Ustinenko et al. (2008) mentioned the need for continuing research on lift
force due to the different values of lift coefficient required for better predictions
in subcooled boiling and adiabatic two-phase flow. Yeoh and Tu (2006a) also
employed Tomiyama et al. (2002) lift coefficient for the predictions of adiabatic
bubbly two-phase flow. However, they resort to a very small constant positive
lift coefficient (0.01) to model the subcooled boiling flows.
Based on the Legendre and Magnaudet (1998) empirical correlation for the lift
force coefficient, which was developed by means of direct numerical simulation
of a spherical bubble moving in a viscous linear shear flow at finite Reynolds
number, Hibiki and Ishii (2007) proposed a new lift force coefficient model that
takes into account shear-induced wake structure modification and bubble shape
deformation-induced contributions. It was shown that at small particle/bubble
Reynolds number the lift coefficient depends on both the particle Reynolds
number and the non-dimensional shear rate. However, with increase in particle
Reynolds number, the lift coefficient begins to depend on the viscous number
and its dependence on the non-dimensional shear rate vanishes. In addition, this
newly developed lift coefficient for single particle/bubble system was extended
to the multi-bubble system. Li et al. (2009) employed Tomiyama’s (1998)
bubble deformation based and Hibiki and Ishii’s (2007) multi-bubble system lift
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coefficient correlation in the CFD simulation of isothermal bubbly flow in a
vertical pipe. However no significant differences have been reported using these
two models. In contrast, in the case of subcooled boiling, these two models of
lift force coefficient failed to produce good predictions for radial void fraction as
mentioned by Yun et al. (2012). This was attributed to the origin of the two
models, which were developed considering the migration of a single bubble in
viscous linear shear flow. Later, they in fact resorted to constant lift coefficients,
both positive and negative sign, to fit the corresponding experimental data of
void fraction profile for their validation cases.
Lahey and Drew (2001) used the lift force coefficient by Moraga et al. (1999),
which is expressed as a function of two Reynolds numbers; one based on the
relative velocity between the bubble and the liquid, and the second one based on
the local vorticity or velocity gradient. This correlation has the property of sign
reversal at large Reynolds number.
The model of Legendre and Magnaudet (1998), Tomiyama et al. (2002) and
Behzadi et al. (2004) have been investigated in the context of CFD modeling of
adiabatic two-phase bubbly flows and reported in this thesis [Chapter 4]. For the
investigation with subcooled boiling flows, only the Tomiyama et al. (2002) lift
coefficient is considered. Details of these models are presented in Chapter 3.

2.2.3 Wall Lubrication Force
To get accurate radial void distributions in the CFD simulation of two-phase
bubbly flows, in addition to the lift force model, the so called wall lubrication
force or simply the wall force is required which was originally formulated and
introduced by Antal et al. (1991) for laminar flow condition using potential flow
theory. This model takes note of the asymmetric flow around a bubble that
pushes it away from the wall. In CFD bubbly two-phase flow simulations this
force is included to ensure the experimentally observed zero void condition at
the wall. It is widely recognized that the coefficients of the original Antal et al.’s
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wall lubrication force model need rigorous adjustment on a case-by-case basis to
balance it with the lift force in the vicinity of the wall (Troshko and Hassan,
2001, Tomiyama, 1998, Hosokawa and Tomiyama, 2003). Later, Tomiyama
(1998), and Hosokawa and Tomiyama (2003) presented a modified formulation,
however the application of these are strictly restricted to pipe geometry. Frank et
al. (2008) modified the Tomiyama’s model and presented a generalized model
applicable to all geometries. Recently, Nguyen et al. (2013) proposed
correlations to determine a wall lubrication force coefficient that depends on the
inlet superficial velocity and the coefficient of lift force model used. They also
showed that the active region of the wall lubrication force extends into the core
region with increasing liquid velocity, however, this conclusion is at odds with
other literature.
All of the above wall lubrication force models have been validated for adiabatic
air-water bubbly flows where no bubble generation takes place at the wall. As
already mentioned that the formulation of the wall lubrication force is such that
it necessitates zero void fractions at the wall. In contrast, in wall boiling vapour
bubbles are continuously generated at the heated wall, and grow and/or slide
before departure. Although, Končar et al. (2004) had shown the potent of use of
wall lubrication force in the simulation of low-pressure subcooled boiling of
water, its implementation in high-pressure cases raised questions (Krepper et al.
(2007)) and therefore needs further investigations. Although, a considerable
quantity of work has been done to generalize the wall lubrication force model
and its coefficient, mostly to counter balance the effect of lift force near the
wall, yet the functional form of the model itself is not well established, given the
highly sheared flow a bubble may encounter in the vicinity of the wall. In the
studies described in this thesis, the models of WLF by Antal et al. (1991),
Tomiyama (1998) and Nguyen et al. (2013) have been investigated for the case
of adiabatic bubbly two-phase flows whereas only that by Antal et al. (1991) is
utilized for simulating subcooled boiling flows.
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2.2.4 Turbulent Dispersion Force
In two-phase flow, turbulence in the continuous phase has a strong influence on
the movement of bubbles in the dispersed phase thereby transporting them from
regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration. This force, known
as the turbulent dispersion force, is therefore the combined effect of the
turbulent eddies and the drag force imparted on the dispersed phase by the
continuous phase. In subcooled boiling, where non-uniformity in the phasic
distribution exists locally and globally, this force is expected to have
considerable influence on the radial/lateral void migration.
Gosman et al. (1992) first proposed the concept of modeling the turbulence
dispersion force by Favre averaging (density weighted time averaging) the
instantaneous drag force term. Following this approach, Behzadi et al. (2001)
specified a turbulent dispersion force incorporating the turbulent contribution of
the drag force. This model, known as the Imperial College model, depends on
the turbulent Prandtl number with an order of magnitude of 1. This is the default
model of choice in the commercial CFD code STAR-CD and STAR-CCM+.
CFD implementation of this model includes both adiabatic and subcooled
boiling flows. For instance, Yun et al. (2012) used this model for the prediction
of subcooled boiling flows in a pipe.
Drew (2001) proposed a similar form of the turbulent dispersion force for small
fluid eddy time scale based on the Favre averaged drag models. Lahey et al.
(1993) and de Bertodano (1992) derived an expression for the turbulent
dispersion force per unit volume, known as the RPI model; Later de Bertodano
(1998) proposed a generalized non-uniform coefficient of the force on the basis
of homogeneous turbulence, which depends on the Stokes number.
Burns et al. (2004) modeled the turbulent dispersion of the dispersed phase by
performing a time average of the interphase drag term in its modeled form, and
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expressing it in terms of Favre averaged variables; accordingly these twofold
averaged momentum equations encompass additional terms which account for a
turbulent dispersion force. Frank et al. (2008) applied this model commonly
known as the Favre Averaged Drag force (FAD), for validation of CFD models
for mono and poly disperse air–water two-phase flows in pipes and compared
with that using the turbulent dispersion model by de Bertodano (1992). Krepper
et al. (2007, 2013) extended its application to the subcooled boiling in the fuelbundle assembly. Using the codes ANSYS CFX and Neptune CFD Krepper et
al. (2009) utilized two turbulent dispersion force models separately for the
prediction of bubbly two-phase flow: a Favre-averaged drag model for turbulent
dispersion by Burns et al. (2004) and Tchen model by Thai-Van et al. (1994),
which is deduced from a model for dispersed phase agitation contribution to the
momentum balance of the continuous phase.
Lucas et al. (2007) mentioned that all of the above models give predictions
similar to those of Gosman et al. (1992) in the limit of small Stokes number;
Moreover, if the geometrical dimensions of the bubbles are considered, the
turbulent dispersion force model of Gosman et al. (1992) is enough to reproduce
the measured radial gas fraction profiles by dispersing away the large bubbles
from the pipe centerline in two-phase upward bubbly flows, where the model by
Lahey et al. (1993) and de Bertodano (1992) failed to do so. Therefore, in the
studies presented in this thesis, the default model of turbulent dispersion force in
STAR-CCM+ based on the Gosman et al.’s model is used for all cases, as it
comes directly from averaging of the velocity and volume fraction fluctuations
in the linearized drag force term.

2.2.5 Virtual Mass Force
While a bubble or a sphere moves through a fluid, portion of the adjacent denser
fluid in the upstream side is conveyed by its passage by realizing the same
velocity. This results in the virtual or apparent increase in its mass, known
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commonly as the virtual or added mass in multiphase systems. The virtual mass
force is generally disregarded in solid particle or liquid droplet flow in
gaseous/rarefied medium, where the mass of fluid conveyed by the
particle/droplet is insignificant compared to the mass of the particle or droplet.
However, in two-phase bubbly flow, where the density of the dispersed phase is
much less than the continuous phase, the virtual mass force plays a significant
role in the overall force balance.
The modeling of the virtual mass force and its coefficient is still debated in the
literature, where various forms of the force can be found. However, it is
generally agreed that the force is proportional to the product of the mass of the
continuous phase conveyed by the bubble and the relative acceleration between
the phases involved. Lord Kelvin is recognized for his contribution in the novel
calculation of virtual mass force (Lamb, 1932), where he showed that the
resistance force experienced by a sphere accelerating through a quiescent fluid is
proportional to its acceleration, and the constant of proportionality is one-half
the mass of the fluid displaced by it when it is accelerating through an inviscid
fluid of constant density.
Zuber (1964) was the first to consider the effect of the dispersed phase fraction
on the virtual mass force and obtained an expression for it. Later, Drew and
Lahey (1979) and Lahey et al. (1980) studied the effect virtual mass models
have on the numerical stability and efficiency of accelerating two-phase flows
and proposed a reference frame-independent constitutive equation for the virtual
mass term along with a value of 0.5 for the virtual mass force coefficient for
conditions typical of bubbly flows ( α g ≤ 0.3 ). They also suggested including the
virtual mass force into the numerical analysis of steady or transient two-phase
flow in order to improve the numerical stability and efficiency. It is although
stated that the inclusion has no influences in the CFD calculation in simple
geometries where no sudden contraction or enlargement are expected. Later,
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Drew and Lahey (1987) derived the force on a single sphere which is
accelerating relative to an inviscid fluid experiencing a pure strain and rotation
faraway from the sphere. They have shown the objectivity of the non-drag
forces, namely lift and virtual mass forces and also reconfirmed the invariance
of these forces which was previously postulated by Drew and Lahey (1979).
Auton et al. (1988) have included the virtual mass force in the general
expression of the net force for the calculation of accelerating rotational flow on
a sphere which hitherto had only been calculated for irrotational flow. This form
of the force is the basis of the virtual/added mass force in the commercial CFD
code STAR-CCM+.
Wijngaarden and Jeffrey (1976) have shown that a swarm of gas bubbles in an
accelerated liquid attains a velocity which is less than that a single bubble would
attain as a result of an increase in the virtual mass. An expression for the
effective virtual mass force of a bubble in gas/liquid mixture is also proposed;
Later, this formulation was used by Gosman et al. (1992) to model turbulent
two-phase flow in stirred vessel.
de Bertodano et al. (1994) used the expression for virtual mass force by Drew
and Lahey (1987), although with a higher value for the force coefficient (
1.2 < CVM < 3.4 ), which is applicable for 5 mm air bubble rising in water according

to the experimental measurements of Lance and Bataille (1991).
Lucas and Krepper (2007) used the formulation of the virtual mass force by
Drew and Lahey (1987) which depends on the relative acceleration between the
phases and is applicable for a single spherical particle/bubble with a coefficient
of 0.5. However, they mentioned that this formulation of the virtual mass as a
force causes numerical difficulties since it comprises the difference of two large
and nearly identical values and suggested a more stable solvable way by
considering the virtual mass at the left side of the momentum equation as an
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increased dispersed-phase density. Many researchers simply omitted this force
in the calculation of adiabatic bubbly two-phase flow (Frank et al., 2005,
Rzehak et al., 2012, Yamoah et al., 2015a) and in subcooled boiling flows
(Končar et al., 2004, Krepper and Rzehak, 2011, Yun et al., 2012, Krepper et al.,
2013) without mentioning the reason; possibly owing to the stability issue
ascribed by Lucas and Krepper (2007). In the CFD calculation of subcooled
boiling flows, Anglart et al. (1997b) used the model by Drew and Lahey (1987)
and used 0.5 as the coefficient assuming spherical bubble shapes in the flow
channel inside the BWR fuel assemblies. Sari et al. (2009) included the virtual
mass force in the CFD simulations only when there do not exist any quasi steady
state; however, when the flow reaches the quasi steady state condition, virtual
mass force was no more needed and hence was not considered further.
In the CFD calculation of adiabatic bubbly and subcooled boiling flows
presented in this thesis, virtual mass force model by Auton et al. (1988) was
used with a coefficient of 0.5, as bubble sizes in both conditions predominantly
resides in the spherical shape regime.

2.3 BUBBLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN TWO-PHASE FLOW
The hydrodynamics in bubbly two-phase flows are controlled by the bubble size
distribution and gas hold-up. In such a flow, the size of the bubble can
experience continual change owing to breakup and coalescence. As the
interfacial transfer terms are profoundly related to the interfacial area
concentration ( ai ) and the local transfer mechanisms adjacent to the interfaces,
precise accounting for the bubble size and its distribution are therefore of utmost
importance in accurately simulating the two-phase flow phenomena in the
Eulerian-Eulerian model.
So far, extensive work has been carried out by numerous researchers for the
improvement of bubble size distribution model that has direct bearing on the
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interfacial transfer terms. Based on the population balance approach, Yeoh and
Tu (2006b) implemented the homogeneous MUSIG (MUltipleSIze Group)
model (originally developed by Lo (1998)) in the Eulerian framework of
multiphase flow simulation of poly-dispersed bubbly flows, which takes into
account the whole bubble size distribution by splitting them in order of size
classes/groups. Although the MUSIG model is capable of predicting a bubble
size distribution, its inherent assumption of the same slip-velocity for all bubble
size groups restrict its application. Later Frank et al. (2008, 2005) proposed and
validated a generalized inhomogeneous MUSIG model with the provision of
retaining the velocities of each of the bubble size groups so that bubbles of
different size can travel with different velocities. In the last two decades,
significant efforts have been made by number of researchers (Lo and Rao, 2007,
Yao and Morel, 2004, Hibiki and Ishii, 2000) towards developing a transport
equation for interfacial area concentration to describe the spatial and temporal
evolution of the two-phase interface structure. These interfacial area
concentration transport equation models differ mainly in the closures for the
bubble breakup and coalescence.
Amongst these models, Lo and Zhang (2008) applied the volumetric conserved
S-Gamma model, a mechanistic approach to model the bubble size distribution
based on a pre-assumed log-normal distribution that accounts for breakup,
coalescence, evaporation, condensation and vapor generation at the boiling wall.
With the gammas (γ) being the different moments of a distribution, there are
more options to solve for, these can be: bubble number density (γ = 0),
interfacial area density (γ = 2), and/or volume fraction (γ = 3). In addition to the
adiabatic bubbly two-phase flows, this model is also validated against subcooled
boiling experiments; for instance, Lo et al. (2011) validated its application in
high pressure (15 MPa) subcooled boiling experiments of Bartolomei et al.
(1980) and has shown it to give better predictions for boiling two-phase flows.
In the case of modeling subcooled boiling flows, the most well known and
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widely applied model for predicting the bubble sizes is the “Linear” bubble size
model of Kurul and Podowski (1990), which predicts the bubble size based on
the local water subcooling. Anglart et al. (1997b) and Končar et al. (2004) used
this model to predict flow and phase distribution in subcooled flow boiling. One
of the drawbacks of this model is that it is not able to dynamically model the
bubble size evolution in the flow accounting the coalescence and breakup
phenomena. Before switching to more advanced models, such as MUSIG, SGamma, etc., this was the model of choice for the researchers in the CFD
calculation of subcooled boiling flows.
Lo et al. (2011) have found that the bubble diameter predicted by the “Linear”
model is larger than that by the “S-gamma” model. This was attributed to sole
dependence of the bubble diameter on local temperature, and not taking into
account the bubble departure diameter, growth time and condition required for
growth as the source boundary value at the wall. Therefore, the high water
temperature near the wall makes the bubble diameter larger there. In contrast,
bubble departure diameter is taken as the boundary value by the “S-gamma”
model, which in addition considers the bubble size evolution due to coalescence,
breakup, evaporation and condensation.
In the computational work presented in this thesis, the S-Gamma model was
used to represent the bubble size distribution for the Eulerian-Eulerian
description of the two-phase modeling of adiabatic bubbly and boiling twophase flows. Moreover, Kurul and Podowski’s “Linear” bubble size model was
also considered for simulating the boiling test cases.

2.4 WALL HEAT FLUX PARTITIONING IN SUBCOOLED
BOILING
Subcooled boiling occurs on a heated surface when the bulk liquid temperature
is lower than the saturation temperature, but the near wall temperature is above
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saturation, thus producing vapor bubbles locally due to the superheated liquid
layer adjacent to it. These vapor bubbles tends to condense into liquid again as
the bulk of the flow still remains substantially subcooled. This phenomenon,
which occurs owing to the thermally non-equilibrium state in a two-phase heat
transfer system arises in various industries such as nuclear power plant, heat
exchangers, etc. For the last few decades much research has been done to predict
the subcooled boiling phenomena. Nevertheless, progress in this arena to date is
not wholly satisfactory, especially as applications of interest can encompass a
wide range of flow conditions and various geometries. This is because, in the
literature there is no generally accepted basic mechanism of subcooled boiling
flow as the phenomenon itself is not well understood yet, and the closure models
are mostly empirically developed rather than mechanistic.
To enhance the prediction capability and accuracy of the CFD approach for
subcooled nucleate boiling flow, in recent years a number of advanced
multidimensional wall heat flux partitioning models, as well as numerous
improvements therein, were proposed by investigators, including for example
Kurul and Podowski (1990), Tu and Yeoh (2002), Basu et al. (2005), etc. These
models are more mechanistic in comparison to the typical one-dimensional
models employed in system codes. Validations of these models were generally
done against low-pressure as well as high-pressure test cases to show their
applicability in diverse length-scales. However, the extreme conditions in the
later case for water placed difficulties in any kind of measurements, and data for
validation at BWR and PWR operating conditions is scarce. Based on the
system pressure, Končar et al. (2004) categorized subcooled boiling into “lowpressure” (below 1 MPa) and “high-pressure” conditions where the liquid and
vapor densities undergo an order of magnitude difference. Typically, at high
pressure, bubbles departing from the heated wall are smaller and tend to stay
near the wall, whereas larger bubbles at low-pressure usually migrate laterally
away to the bulk of the flow due to the completely different interfacial forces
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experienced by them as a result of their sizes.
Most of the early high-pressure validation cases for the CFD two-fluid approach
with the wall-boiling model of Kurul and Podowski (1990) has been done for
system-pressure less than 5 MPa. For instance, the work of Kurul and Podowski
(1990) Anglart and Nylund (1996), Anglart et al. (1997b) in general validated
the sub-cooled wall-boiling model against measurements in pipe or rod-bundles
with system pressure less than 5 MPa. Recently, Tentner et al. (2005) proposed a
code named CFD-BWR, which is built on the framework of the commercial
CFD code STAR-CD for two-phase flow and heat transfer phenomena specific
to the BWR fuel channel by adopting the Kurul-Podowski’s wall-boiling models
and tested new closures/improvements against high-pressure (6.89 MPa) test
cases of Bartolomei et al. (1980); the same cases have also been used to validate
the improved CFD-BWR code by Ustinenko et al. (2008). Later high-pressure
test cases resembling PWR operating condition, such as test cases of 14.7 MPa,
have been used by Lo et al. (2011) to validate the S-gamma model by Lo and
Rao (2007) for bubble size distribution in the flow. Krepper et al. (2007)
validated their subcooled wall-boiling model for the simulation of a hot channel
against the measurement of Bartolomei and Chanturiya (1967) and Bartolomei
et al. (1982) for the pressure ranges from 1.5 MPa to 15 MPa. Končar and Borut
(2010) validated the boiling model of the NEPTUNE CFD code using the
DEBORA experiments (Garnier et al., 2001, Yao and Morel, 2004), which
adopted the refrigerant R-12 as the working fluid to simulate the PWR
conditions under low pressure. Many other investigators (de Bertodano and
Prabhudharwadkar, 2010, Krepper and Rzehak, 2011, Lo et al., 2011, Yun et al.,
2012)

used

these

experiments

(DEBORA)

to

validate

their

models/improvements in two-phase subcooled boiling flows.

2.5 WALL HEAT FLUX PARTITIONING (WHFP) CLOSURES
In spite of huge efforts by researchers, very little progress has been achieved to
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date in understanding the physics of growth and departure mechanisms and
dynamics of bubbles adjacent to the wall, which is attributed mainly to the
inadequate insight of the temperature and velocity fields in the boundary layer
adjacent to a boiling surface, which is influenced continually by the dynamics of
the vapor bubbles. One of the central issues to complete the bubble size
distribution transport equation in the modeling of subcooled boiling flow is to
model the initial and boundary conditions, i.e. the heat and mass transfer source
terms arising at the wall that is defined as a function of nucleation site number
density, bubble departure size and frequency of departure. In what follows, a
brief review is given focusing on the earlier research works to develop these
terms and implementation of the closures in the CFD subcooled boiling flows.

2.5.1 Bubble Departure Diameter
There are numbers of models available in the open literature for prediction of
bubble diameter at departure. In a quest for a more effective model for the
calculation of bubble departure diameter, Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk (1970)
considered the super-heat temperature of different surfaces and walls; the
correlation proposed is pressure-insensitive and was derived from high-pressure
water boiling experimental data. It estimates the bubble departure diameter of
water as a function of the local sub-cooling with an upper limit for the bubble
departure diameter (= 1.4 mm). This correlation (Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk,
1970) was the model of choice for the bubble departure diameter in CFD
prediction of subcooled boiling flows until recent days (Tentner et al., 2005,
Ustinenko et al., 2008, Krepper et al., 2007).
In contrast, Kocamustafaogullari (1983) tried to include various reduced
pressures in the form of density ratio of competing phases while developing the
bubble departure diameter correlation. Lo et al. (2011) employed

this

correlation for bubble departure diameter, which was developed based on steamwater data ranges from 0.067 to 141.87 bar, and thus applicable in BWR and
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PWR operating condition. Besides these correlations, efforts have also been
made to model the departure diameter mechanistically. Unal’s (Ünal, 1976)
mechanistic model describes the maximum bubble departure diameter as a
function of pressure, liquid subcooling, heat flux and liquid flow velocity, and
takes into account the variation of the bubble departure size due to sliding along
a heated wall. However its applicability is limited to low-pressure cases. Končar
et al. (2004) implemented this model in the calculation of upward subcooled
flow boiling at low pressure with an adjustable parameter to take into account
out of bounds heat flux that enables it to describe relatively large bubbles at lowpressure conditions.
For the calculation of both bubble departure and lift-off sizes in the case of
nucleate boiling of refrigerant R113, Klausner et al. (1993) proposed a
mechanistic force balance model, which was successfully applied in various
flow conditions in both horizontal and vertical channels under pool and flow
boiling condition. Later, many investigators put their effort to improve the
model and its general applicability to different fluids as well as for various flow
arrangements; For instance, its application is extended to steam-water boiling
flow condition by Situ et al. (2005) and Yeoh and Tu (2005). Recently, Yun et
al. (2012) adopted Klausner’s force balance model to replace the bubble
departure model of Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk (1970) in their advanced twophase flow models for predicting subcooled flow boiling of water in a vertical
pipe.

2.5.2 Nucleation Site Number Density
Retrospectively, the first nucleation site density model used in conjunction with
the WHFP model of Kurul and Podowski (1990) was the correlation by
Lemmert and Chawla (1977), which was developed based on the experimental
observation of pool boiling of saturated water. Site density in this model
depends exclusively on the local wall superheat, which is multiplied by a
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constant ‘m’ and the product is then raised to the power of ‘n’. This is the most
widely utilized model for predicting site density in the context of CFD
simulation of subcooled boiling flows. Kurul and Podowski used the values 185
and 1.805 respectively for ‘m’ and ‘n’. Thus trivial changes in the wall
superheat result in huge changes in site density. Following Kurul and Podowski
(1990), the same values were used by many other investigators (Končar et al.,
2004, Tentner et al., 2005, Krepper et al., 2007) later.
Recognizing the importance of the initial and boundary conditions for interfacial
area calculation in forced convective nucleate boiling, Kocamustafaogullari and
Ishii (1983) carried out a parametric study and developed an empirical
correlation for the heated surface cavity nucleation rate by correlating much of
the vast number of existing pool boiling data available in the literature. This
model assumed the density to be a function of the departure diameter and wall
superheat. The proposed correlation for the site density was extended to forced
convective nucleate boiling by including an effective superheat in place of the
actual wall superheat; this was accomplished by multiplying the actual wall
superheat with force convective suppression factor which is a correction factor
to account for the reduction in boiling due to fluid flow. In addition, pressure
dependence was incorporated using the density ratio between the phases
involved. This enables the correlation to be applicable for system pressures
ranging from 1 to 198 bars.
Recently, Hibiki and Ishii (2003) have revealed the dependency of the active
nucleation site density on the critical cavity size, the contact angle, and the wall
superheat. Based on these observations, they developed a mechanistic model for
nucleation site density considering the size and cone angle distributions of
cavities present on the boiling surface, and also taking into account the boundary
condition for a wall superheating. This model is validated against numerous
experimental data that guarantees its applicability to a wide range of mass flow
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rate, system pressure and contact angle. Yun et al. (2012) applied this model in
the simulation of subcooled boiling flows. It is mentioned that in the pressure
range of 1–4 bar, Hibiki and Ishii’s model predicts a smaller value for the site
density than that of Lemmert and Chawla (1977) with constant values of Kurul
and Podowski (1990), however it becomes several orders of magnitude higher
than the Lemmert and Chawla (1977) model at the operating pressure condition
of a conventional nuclear power plant.
In addition to these site density models discussed above, there are numerous
models that can be found in the literature; however, only limited number of
models were tested and proven to be applicable so far in the context of CFD
subcooled boiling flows. The model by Lemmert and Chawla (1977) and Hibiki
and Ishii (2003) have been investigated in the work described/presented in
Chapter 5 of this thesis and detailed formulation is given in Chapter 3.

2.5.3 Bubble Departure Frequency
Review of the relevant literature reveals an extensive number of investigations
on bubble departure frequency in the context of pool boiling; in contrast, there is
a scarcity of information on departure frequency for forced convective boiling
flows.
The most used bubble departure frequency closure in CFD is the expression
derived by Cole (1960a). This expression was derived from first principles by
conducting a force balance of buoyancy force and drag force on a bubble rising
freely upward in a liquid pool at terminal velocity. In fact, this has little or no
connection with the departure frequency that is expected in forced convective
boiling except when approaching the critical heat flux condition. Despite the
origin of the formulation, this has become the standard expression to predict the
departure frequency for flow boiling conditions at low qualities.
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Based on their own flow boiling data, Basu et al. (2005) developed a correlation
of bubble waiting time which depends on the wall superheat only, and does not
take into account the local sub-cooling. Moreover, the bubble growth time at the
heated wall was also correlated with the bubble departure diameter, liquid
subcooling and wall superheat.
Recently Situ et al. (2008) reviewed the existing correlations and models of
bubble departure frequency in forced convective subcooled boiling conditions,
focusing on experimental and analytical works. They commented that the
models developed from pool boiling do not work well for convective flow
boiling and proposed a new correlation for the departure frequency applicable in
vertical upward forced-convective subcooled boiling flow. The proposed bubble
departure frequency is non-dimensional and correlated with the dimensionless
nucleate boiling heat flux. The proposed correlation worked well against the
data sets with low wall superheat for which they were derived.
In general, the departure frequency has not received the same level of attention
as other closures of the WHFP approach. In the CFD subcooled boiling
investigations presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis, only the model of bubble
departure frequency by Cole (1960a) have been considered and its detailed
formulation is given in Chapter 3.

2.6 SUMMARY
It is clear from the above review and discussion that until now no general
consensus has been reached regarding the use of the set of closure models, even
for the relatively simple adiabatic two-phase bubbly flow simulation, let alone
that with heat and mass transfer between the phases. The following chapters
contain details of these models/closures, and the CFD investigations carried out
on these models/closures in the context of adiabatic bubbly and subcooled
boiling flows.
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CHAPTER 3. CFD TWO-PHASE FLOW: MATHEMATICAL
MODELS
3.1 OVERVIEW OF EULERIAN-EULERIAN TWO-FLUID
MODEL FRAMEWORK
The ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model framework for
modeling the adiabatic two-phase bubbly flows consists of the following
components:
- Mass and momentum conservation equations for the continuous and
dispersed phase,
- Turbulence models for each of the phases,
- Closure for the interfacial momentum transfer,
- Kinematic boundary conditions for velocity and turbulence of the phases,
- Bubble size distribution transport equation(s).
To model boiling flows, the overall model includes the following components in
addition to the components mentioned above:
- Energy conservation equation for both phases;
- Closure for the interfacial mass and energy transfer;
- Source terms in the bubble size distribution transport equations for
modeling wall boiling and bulk evaporation-condensation phenomena;
- Thermal boundary conditions for wall heat transfer.
In what follows, a general formulation of the Eulerian ensemble average twofluid model of interpenetrating continua, along with various constitutive
equations that are necessary to close the system of field equations, is presented
in the context of modeling of adiabatic bubbly and subcooled boiling two-phase
flows. As the commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ is used for the CFD
investigations reported in this thesis, its modeling methodology and
implemented models in the context are also discussed in addition as appropriate.
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3.1.1 Conservation Equations for Continuous and Dispersed Phase
For two-phase bubbly flow, phase-specific ensemble averaged continuity
equations for volume fractions and momentum conservation equations are
solved in each computational cell. Momentum exchange between the phases in
the computational domain are modelled using the corresponding source terms in
the equations specific to each of the phases, which are then coupled to get an
overall balance. The ensemble-averaged continuity equations (Ishii and Hibiki,
2011), which govern the motion of n fields ( k = 1 to n ) is of the form:
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The last term in the momentum transport equation describes the momentum
transfer associated with inter-phase mass transfer, which is zero for adiabatic
flows.
In the CFD simulation of subcooled boiling flows, energy conservation
equations are solved in addition to the phase-specific continuity equations for
volume fractions and momentum conservation equations, in each computational
cell of the numerical domain. The energy conservation equation for phase k is:

(

∂ α k ρ k ek
∂t

) + ∇.(α ρ v! e ) = ∇.(α λ ∇T ) + Q
k

k k k
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3.1.2 Turbulence Modeling for Continuous Phase
The values of turbulent kinetic energy ( k ) and turbulent dissipation rate ( ε ) are
needed to calculate the continuous and dispersed phase turbulent stresses to
solve the Eqn. (3). This can be accomplished using the two-equation Standard
k − ε turbulence model in conjunction with a wall-function approach for near

wall turbulence modeling; the relevant transport equations for the continuous
phase are given below.

(

∂ α c ρ c kc
∂t

) + ∇.(α ρ v! k ) = ∇.⎛⎜ α ( µ + µ ) ∇k ⎞⎟ + α
c

c

c c c

(

t
c

c

σk

⎜⎝

c

cd
+ mcd kd( ) − mdc kc

(

∂ α c ρcε c
∂t

)

⎟⎠

c

(G

ck

+ Gcb − ρ c ε c + Sck

) + ∇.(α ρ v! ε ) = ∇.⎛⎜ α ( µ + µ ) ∇ε ⎞⎟
c

c

c c c

( (

c

)

(5)

t
c

σε

⎜⎝

)

c

⎟⎠

)

(

1
cd
+ α c ⎡ C ε 1 GcK + C ε 2Gcb − C ε 2ρ c ε c + Scε ⎤ + mcd ε d( ) − mdc ε c
⎣
⎦
T

)

(6)

All the parameters in the turbulence model take their usual single-phase values
for the studies presented in this thesis; details can be found in the STAR-CCM+
manual (CD-adapco, 2015).

3.1.3 Turbulence Modeling for Dispersed Phase
Turbulence modeling of the dispersed phase is done using the Issa Turbulence
Response model originally developed by R. I. Issa in 1992 (Behzadi et al.,
2004). This model treats the turbulence of the dispersed phase as an empirical
correlation to the solution of that of the continuous phase. It provides a
turbulence response coefficient ( Ct ) for a bubbly flow, which is defined by the
ratio of the dispersed phase velocity fluctuation to that of the continuous phase
as follows:
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Ct =

vd′

(7)

vc′

The Issa turbulence response model estimates a value of Ct that can be up to 3
for very small volume fractions of dispersed phase, however it decreases rapidly
to unity when the volume fraction of the dispersed phase is greater than about
5%. This response model is essentially a correlation for the response coefficient
with a volume fraction correction as:

(

( )

Ct α d = 1+ Ct* −1

)

( )

− f αd

(8)

where

( )

f α d = 180α d − 4.71×103α d2 + 4.26 ×104 α d3

Ct* =

3+ β
1+ β + 2 ρ d ρ c

(

(9)
(10)

)

β is defined as follows:

β=

where the eddy length scale given by

(

)

is Ret = ρc vc′ le µc and

v c′ =

2AijDle2

(11)

α d µc Ret

(

le = C µ kc3 2 ε c

) , turbulence Reynolds number

(2k ) /3 .
c

3.2 CLOSURE FOR THE INTERFACIAL MOMENTUM
TRANSFER
The forces that act between the phases and between the wall and each phase
represent different modes of interfacial and wall momentum transfer. Thus the
total interfacial force comes from summation of a number of separate effects.
Therefore, in the context of two-fluid modeling, the generalized interfacial force
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!

per unit volume, Mi , which represents the cumulative effect of the interfacial
forces, is one of the most important terms to be modeled by constitutive
relations. In bubbly two-phase flows, momentum conservation equations in both
!

phases include the source term for Mi . This source term considers the linear
combination of the effect of (mainly) the following forces, namely: drag force,
lift force, virtual mass force, wall lubrication force, turbulent dispersion forced
and momentum transfer associated with mass transfer (applicable for phase
change process only).
! α
Mi = d
Vd

∑

j≠i

(

!
!
!
!
!
FijD + FijVM + FijL + FijWL + FijTD

)

(12)

Thus
!
!
Fji = − Fij

(13)

Among these forces, drag force that takes into account the skin and form drag
under steady-state conditions, and the virtual mass force, which is the force
necessary to accelerate the ‘apparent mass’ of the adjacent phase due to the
changes in the relative velocity, act along the direction of the dispersed phase
and have small impact on the lateral void transport. The next three forces
actively influence the radial void distributions in two-phase bubbly flows with
or without heat transfer. The balance among these forces acting in the lateral
direction of the flow broadly controls the radial distribution of void profile.
Therefore, good understanding of these non-drag forces acting on a bubble is
crucial to understand the behavior of bubbly flows and subcooled boiling where
the dispersed phase fraction is low.

3.2.1 Drag Force
The drag force is essentially the resistance experienced by the dispersed phase
(bubbles) due to its motion through the continuous (liquid) phases. Velocity and
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density differences between the phases play the most critical role on the drag in
addition to its dependency on the geometrical shape of the bubbles. Thus, its
formulation includes relative velocity between the phases, bubble diameter and
flow properties. In a gas-liquid two-phase flow, the force acting on phase i due
to the drag exerted by phase j is modeled as
!
! !
FijD = 12 C ijD ρ c v j − vi

( )(v! − v! )
aij
4

j

i

(14)

Factor aij 4 denotes the projected area of an equivalent spherical bubble. Any
correction due to deviation from spherical shape can be taken into consideration
by appropriately modifying the drag coefficient term in the above equation.
Numerous drag coefficient models are available in the open literature for
bubble(s) as discussed at length in CHAPTER 2. The models considered in the
numerical works presented in this thesis are tabulated in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Drag coefficient models used in the work presented in this thesis
Model
Ishii and Zuber
(1979)

Coefficient
0.75
⎧ 1+ 0.1 NRe∞
24
for 0 < α d ≤ 0.1
⎪
NRe∞
⎪
2
⎪
1.238
⎡
⎤
⎪⎪ 2
gΔρ ⎢ 1+17.67 1− α d
⎥ for 0.1 < α ≤ 0.25
C D = ⎨ db
d
1.5
⎢
⎥
3
σ
⎪
18.67
1−
α
d
⎣
⎦
⎪
for 0.25 < α d
⎪9.8 1− α d
⎪
⎪⎩
ρ v d
NRe∞ = c r b , is the dispersed phase Re based on relative velocity.
µc

(

)

(
(

)
)

⎧ 24
0.687
Schiller
and
1+ 0.15NRe∞
(
) for 0 < NRe∞ ≤ 1000
⎪
N
C D = ⎨ Re∞
Naumann (1933)
⎪
for NRe∞ > 1000

⎩0.44
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Wang (1994)

(

)

2
C D = exp ⎡a + bln NRe∞ + c lnNRe∞ ⎤
⎢⎣
⎥⎦ Value of the coefficients

a, b and c depend on bubble Reynolds No.
Bozzano
and
⎛ a⎞
CD = f ⎜ ⎟
Dente (2001)
⎝ R0 ⎠

2

⎛ 48 ⎞ 1+12Mo1 3
Eo3 2
f =⎜
+
0.9
⎟
13
1.4 1+ 30Mo1 6 + Eo3 2
⎝ NRe∞ ⎠ 1+ 36Mo
2

(

)

(

)

16
⎛ a ⎞ 10 1+1.3Mo + 3.1Eo
⎜R ⎟ ≅
10 1+1.3Mo1 6 + Eo
⎝ 0⎠

(

)

where, f is a friction factor , and
2

⎛ a⎞
⎜ R ⎟ is deformation factor
⎝ 0⎠

( (
( (

) )
) )

⎫
48
8Eo ⎤
= max ⎡⎢min 16
1+ 0.15Re0.687 , Re
, 3( Eo+4
Re
) ⎦⎥ ⎪
⎣
⎪
0.687 72
8Eo ⎤ ⎪
CD
= max ⎡⎢min 24
1+
0.15Re
,
,
Re
Re 3( Eo+4 ) ⎥ ⎬
Moderate
⎣
⎦⎪
8Eo ⎤
⎪
CD
= max ⎡⎢ 24
1+ 0.15Re0.687 , 3( Eo+4
Re
) ⎥⎦
Contaminated
⎪⎭
⎣
⎧10−2 < Eo < 103
⎪ −14
7
⎨10 < Mo < 10
⎪10−3 < Re < 105
⎩

Tomiyama et al. C
D
(1998)

pure

(

(

Ishii and Hibiki C = 24 1+ 0.15N 0.75
D
Re∞
NRe∞
(2011)
where NRe∞ =

ρ c v r db
µm

)

)

and µm =
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3.2.2 Lift Force
In a bubbly two-phase flow with a non-uniform continuous phase flow field,
bubbles (the dispersed phase) experience a lift force perpendicular to the relative
velocity, which is modelled by Auton et al. (1988) as:
! !
!
! !
FdL = −C L ρ cα d ⎡ vd − vc × ∇ × vc ⎤
⎣
⎦
!

) (

(

)

(15)

Both experimental and numerical studies confirmed that depending on the
bubble size and shape the direction of the net lateral lift force changes.
Tomiyama et al. (2002) materialized this phenomena by developing the bubble
Eötvös number dependent lift force coefficient (given in Table 3.2) that has the
property of changing the sign of the lift force based on the size and shape of the
bubble. Depending on a critical bubble diameter ( db,transition ), the smaller bubbles
are pushed towards the wall and the larger bubbles away from the wall. In air–
water two-phase flow at atmospheric pressure, the value of db,transition is
approximately 5.8 mm. Lift force pushes vapour bubbles of diameter db ≤ 5.8 mm
towards the wall, while for bubbles of diameter db ≥ 5.8 mm it lifts them in the
opposite direction, i.e., towards the main flow. The value of db,transition for steam–
water mixture at atmospheric pressure is approximately 5.4 mm, and it reduces
to 3.4 mm at 68.9 bar. In the case of upward steam–water or air–water bubbly
flow in a vertical pipe, the lift force strongly couples with other non-drag forces
and results in a local maximum in the radial void fraction distribution very close
to the wall where the lift force induces separation of bubbles into smaller and
larger diameter groups, and causes lateral migration of smaller and larger
bubbles towards the wall and away from the wall respectively. The presence of
bubble coalescence and breakup further add to the complexity of the problem.
Therefore, the effect of lift force on two-phase upward flow in vertical pipes
works in two ways:
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-Smaller bubbles migrate towards the wall region, where they may coalesce,
however in close proximity to the wall the viscous shear rate is also higher,
which gives rise to high viscous breakup rate.
-Larger bubbles migrate towards the core flow. Due to coalescence, these
bubbles further increase in size.
In the modeling of subcooled boiling flows using the wall heat flux partitioning
approach of Kurul and Podowski (1990), the lift force is applicable only at a
distance greater than one bubble diameter away from the heated wall as the
computations of void fraction based on force balance are invalid within a bubble
diameter of the wall. Therefore the lift coefficient is assumed zero in that region.
It is found that the lift force has the biggest impact on the radial distribution of
void fraction compared to other non-drag interfacial forces. The lift force
coefficient models used are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Lift force coefficient models used in the work presented in this thesis
Model
Tomiyama et al.
(2002)

Coefficient

(

)

⎧0.288tanh 0.121max ⎡Re,7.374 ⎤
Eod < 4
⎣
⎦
⎪
⎪
3
2
C L = ⎨0.00105Eod − 0.0159d − 0.0204d + 0.474 4 ≤ Eod ≤ 10
⎪
10 < Eod
⎪⎩−0.27
where, Eod =

(

)

g ρl − ρg dh2

σ

and dh is the maximum lateraldiameter

of the bubble.
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Legendre
Magnaudet
(1998)

and C =
L

{C

lowNRe∞

C L∞

NRe∞ ≡

Behzadi
(2004)

et

L∞

(N

highNRe∞

C L∞

lowNRe∞

(

Re∞

(N

,GS∞
Re∞

)

,GS∞ =

)} + {C
2

highNRe∞
L∞

6

(

( N )}

2

Re∞

2.255

π 2 NRe∞ ,GS∞

) (1+ 0.2ε )
12

−2
∞

32

−1
1 ⎛ 1+16NRe∞ ⎞
NRe∞ = ⎜
−1 ⎟
2 ⎝ 1+ 29NRe∞
⎠

)

ρ c vrel db
µc

, GS∞ ≡

db
2 vrel

γ! , γ! =

dvc
dr

and ε ∞ ≡

12
NRe
γ!∞

NRe∞

−1.2
al. C L = 0.000651α d

3.2.3 Virtual Mass Force
In two-phase flow, the acceleration of a vapor bubble is influenced by the inertia
of the surrounding fluid that it displaces. The resulting force is characterized as
“virtual mass” or “added mass” force, which is equal to the relative acceleration
of the bubble to the fluid multiplied by the mass of the fluid that the bubble
displaces. The two-phase formulation for the virtual mass force acting on the
bubbles/vapor (dispersed) phase due to its acceleration relative to the liquid
(continuous) phase is modelled following Auton et al. (1988).
!
! !
FdVM = CVM ρ cα d ac − ad

(

)

(16)

In the present study, a constant value for !!" (=0.5) is used, which is applicable
in the operating range of continuous phase volume fraction of 0.5 ≤ !! ≤ 1.0.

3.2.4 Wall Lubrication Force
The famous wall lubrication force model by Antal et al. (1991) was presented to
prevent the bubbles from touching the wall in the modeling of two-phase bubbly
flows. In particular, this was introduced to ensure prediction of the
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experimentally found zero void condition near a vertical wall in a vertical
concurrent flow, at the same time not influencing the void distribution far from
the wall. The model development was based on the analogy of a bubble rising in
a quiescent liquid adjacent to a wall where due to the no slip condition the
drainage rate slows down between the bubble and the wall compared to that at
the opposite side of the bubble. This asymmetry yields a net hydrodynamic force
that pushes the bubble away from the wall. They deduced the functional form of
the wall force from an approximate two-dimensional inviscid solution for flow
between two cylinders, which is of the form:
! 2
ρ cα d Ull
! WL
⎡
R ⎤
Fd = −
max ⎢0,CW 1 + CW 2 b ⎥ n̂W
Rb
yw ⎦
⎣

Where,

(17)

!
! !
! !
Ull = vd − vc − ⎡⎣n̂W . vd − vc ⎤⎦ n̂W

(18)

!
CW 1 = −0.104 − 0.06 Ull

(19)

(

)

(

)

CW 2 = 0.147

Since then, number of WLF models have been proposed based on the original
Antal et al.’s formulation. Lists of some of these models utilized and
investigated in the present works are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Wall lubrication force models used in the works presented in this
thesis
Model

Formulation

Coefficient

Antal et al. (1991)

! 2
ρ cα d Ull
! WL
⎡
d ⎤
Fd = −
max ⎢0,CW 1 + CW 2 b ⎥ n̂W
db
yw ⎦
⎣

CW 1 = −0.01

model as
implemented in
STAR-CCM+

!
! !
! !
Ull = vd − vc − ⎡⎣n̂W . vd − vc ⎤⎦ n̂W

(

)

(
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Tomiyama

et

al.

(2002)

(

! 2
ρ cα d Ull
! WL
Fd = −
.
Rb
⎡
1
1
Rb2CW ⎢ 2 +
⎢y
⎣ w D − yw

(

Nguyen et al. (2013)

⎧exp −0.933Eo + 0.179
⎪
⎪ for 1 ≤ Eo ≤ 5
⎪
CW = ⎨0.007Eo + 0.04
⎪ for 5 < Eo ≤ 33
⎪
⎪0.179 for 33 < Eo
⎩
Eo is the Eötvös number

⎤
⎥ n̂
2⎥ W
⎦

)

! 2
ρ cα d Ull
! WL
⎡
d ⎤
Fd = −
max ⎢0,CW 1 + CW 2 b ⎥ n̂W
db
yw ⎦
⎣

(

)

)

For D = 38 − 60mm, jc = 0.3−5.0 m/ s
CW 1 C L = −0.338 − 0.335 jc
CW 2 C L = 0.023+1.135 jc

(

)

For D = 80mm, jc = 0.5− 2.8 m/ s
CW 1 C L = −0.134 − 0.789 jc
CW 2 C L = 0.169+1.737 jc

3.2.5 Turbulent Dispersion Force
The turbulent dispersion force in the dispersed phase plays a similar role to that
which the turbulent diffusion plays in continuous phase by promoting mixing
and redistribution of non-uniformities in the phase concentration. For instance,
in the flow of two-phase sub-cooled liquid in a heated pipe with boiling at the
wall, the turbulent dispersion force drives the generated vapor away from the
wall towards deep inside the main flow. The turbulent dispersion force arises
naturally from application of Reynolds averaging the instantaneous interphase
drag terms in the phase momentum equations. In Eulerian multiphase flow
modelling in STAR-CCM+, the effects of turbulent dispersion forces that have
direct bearing on the inter-phase turbulent momentum transfer is taken into
account in the following form originally proposed by Gosman et al. (1992):
!
!
FdTD = C D vTD

(20)

!

where, FdTD is the force per unit volume applied to the momentum equation of the
!

continuous phase due to dispersed phase, and vTD is the relative drift velocity
results from the use of volume fraction weighted phase velocity as follows:
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( )

( )

!
TD ⎡
⎤
vTD = Dcd
⎣∇ln α d − ∇ln α c ⎦

(21)

The tensor diffusivity coefficient DcdTD is approximated from the liquid phase
turbulent diffusivity.

3.3 BUBBLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION MODEL
3.3.1 S-Gamma Model
Recently, Lo and Zhang (2009) and Lo et al. (2011) formulated and applied an
improved S-Gamma model to dynamically model the evolution in interfacial
structures for two-phase bubbly flow which is further validated by Yun et al.
(2012). The Sγ bubble size distribution model utilizes the Method of Moment
approach, where Sγ is a generalized parameter for the distribution, which is a
conserved quantity on a volumetric basis and is related to the moment of the size
distribution Mγ by:
∞

()()

Sγ = nMγ = n∫ d γ P d d d
0

(22)

Where the probability distribution function of bubble diameter P ( d ) is assumed
to be a log-normal distribution. Here, the zeroth-moment of the distribution S0 is
simply the bubble number density n. S1 is the first-moment of the distribution,
which is related to the mean diameter dm ( = S1 n) , S2 is the second-moment,
which is related to the interfacial area density ai :
∞

()()

ai = ∫ nπ d 2P d d d = π S2
0

(23)

and S3 is the third-moment, which is related to the volume fraction of the bubbles
(dispersed phase) as:
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∞

()()

α = ∫ n π6d P d d d =
3

0

π S3
6

(24)

From these relations that include volume fraction, it is possible to derive two
mean diameters namely the Sauter mean diameter ( d32 ) and three-zero diameter

(d ) as follows:
30

S
6α
d32 = 3 =
S2 π S2
!
⎛ 6α ⎞
d30 = = ⎜
S0 ⎝ π S0 ⎟⎠
S3

(25)
13

(26)

For a locally mono-disperse bubble size distribution, these two diameters are
equal. However, for poly-disperse bubble size distribution, the variance in log
space σ 2 can be found assuming a log-normal distribution as follows:
σ 2 = ln

( )
d32

d30

(27)

As the transport equation for volume fraction, which is the third-moment S3 , is
already a part of the Eulerian two-fluid model, only the transport equations for
the moment S0 and S2 of the bubble diameter size distribution are needed to be
solved in addition. The transport equation for S0 is:
∂S0
∂t

(

)

!
+ ∇. vd S0 = Sbr + Scl + Smass + Swb

(28)

!

Where vd is the bubble velocity, Sbr , Scl , Smass , and Swb are the sources for
breakup, coalescence, mass transfer due to evaporation/condensation and wall
boiling. A full description of the source terms can be found in Yun et al. (2012).
Swb is irrelevant in adiabatic flow, however for subcooled boiling flows where
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the wall boiling model is active, this source term applies at the wall boundaries
to account for the bubbles created on the wall. It is modelled as:
dS0

Swb =

dt

(29)

= NAA

The transport equation for S2 is obtained from algebraic manipulation of the
transport equation for interfacial area given by Yao and Morel (2004), as
follows:
∂ ρ 2 3 S2
∂t

(

)

(

!
+ ∇. ρ 2 3S2vd = ρ 2 3 Sa,br + Sa,cl + Sa,mass

)

(30)

In the above equation, Sa,br and Sa,cl represent the source of interfacial area due
to breakup and coalescence of bubbles respectively, and Sa,mass represents the
interfacial area source due to mass transfer between the continuous and
dispersed phases, which is modelled as:
Sa,mass =

dS2
dt

=

! cd
2S2m
3ρ dα d

+ Sa,wb

(31)

The source term Sa,wb due to wall boiling is formulated as:
Sa,wb = N A AdB2

(32)

3.3.2 Bubble Breakup
In two-phase flow, bubble breakup is governed by the hydrodynamic condition
and behaviour of the adjacent liquid. In the literature, the following four
mechanisms are mainly associated with breakup process, (Liao and Lucas,
2009), namely: (1) viscous breakup due to viscous shear stress; (2) inertial
breakup due to turbulent fluctuation and collision; (3) shearing-off process; (4)
interfacial instability. As the bubble size increases considerably, the last two
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processes come into play owing to the difference in velocity across the interface.
In STAR-CCM+, only the viscous and inertial breakup regimes are considered
and implemented. Detailed formulation of the breakup process is not included in
the thesis, however readers can find details in STAR-CCM+ User Guide (CDadapco, 2015).

3.3.3 Bubble Coalescence
In turbulent bubbly two-phase flows, bubble coalescence occurs in three steps.
At first bubbles interact/collide, and that traps a small amount of liquid between
them forming a liquid film between the bubbles. Secondly this liquid drains until
the liquid film reaches a critical value known as the critical film thickness.
Lastly, this film ruptures and the bubbles coalesce to form a single bigger
bubble. Thus, from the first step, it is apparent that the rate of coalescence is
profoundly linked to the bubble collision rate. In addition, all the collisions do
not lead to successful coalescence. Therefore, it also depends on coalescence
efficiency; two bubbles will coalesce only if the drainage time is much less than
the contact time.
There are a variety of mechanisms, for instance, turbulence, buoyancy and
laminar shear that may lead to collisions between bubbles and eventually to
coalescence events. In the CFD code STAR-CCM+ (CD-adapco, 2015), only the
laminar shear (viscous) and turbulence (inertial) effects are considered for
turbulent flow and corresponding source terms for each of the two effects are
evaluated. For the sake of the brevity of the thesis, a detailed formulation is not
included.
3.3.3.1 Friedlander Viscous Collision Rate Model
In the present study, in addition to the default viscous (laminar) collision rate
model of coalescence kernel in STAR-CCM+, a model originally by Friedlander
(1977) [given in Friedlander (2000)] was also implemented via a field functions
because the default model was found insensitive to the near wall region. The
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functional form of the collision rate due to laminar shear in the liquid phase is
given as:

(

4
hijLS = ni n j rb + rb
i
j
3

)( )
3

dUl

(33)

dR

Where dUl dR is the local shear rate. Theoretically, the model of Friedlander
can be applied to any collision case resulting from a velocity gradient,
particularly true for wall boiling cases where bubble may experience such
condition.

3.3.4 Kurul-Podowski’s Linear Bubble Size Model
In CFD calculation of subcooled boiling flow, predicting the bubble
diameter/size is necessary to determine the interfacial area available for
interfacial energy and mass transfer in the bulk of the flow. As the bubbles are
produced due to boiling/evaporation and shrinks / collapse due to condensation,
the bubble diameter is expected to be a function of the liquid subcooling. This is
accomplished using Kurul-Podowski Linear Bubble Size Model, which
considers a linear interpolation between bubble diameters at two specified
values of liquid subcooling according to Kurul and Podowski (1990).
d=

(

)

(

dmin ΔTsub − ΔTmin + dmax ΔTmax − ΔTmin
ΔTmax − ΔTmin

)

(34)

Where dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum bubble diameters with
default values of 0.15 mm and 2.0 mm respectively, ΔTmin and ΔTmax are the liquid
subcooling corresponding to the minimum and maximum bubble diameters
respectively, and ΔTsub is the liquid subcooling corresponding to the difference in
the liquid-vapor interface temperature (saturation temperature) and the local
liquid temperature. The default values of ΔTmin and ΔTmax used in the calculation
are 13.5 K and -5.0 K respectively. Until recently, this was the model of choice
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for simulating subcooled boiling flow; Lately this simple model is beginning to
be replaced by more advanced bubble size distribution models, such as the SGamma model to dynamically model the evolution in interfacial structures for
two-phase subcooled boiling.

3.4 INTERFACIAL HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
Modeling of inter-phase heat and mass transfer is accomplished considering the
heat transfers from the vapor and the liquid via the liquid-vapor interfacial area.
This net heat transfer to the interface is divided by the latent heat to compute the
mass transfer rate between the two phases through evaporation or condensation
simply assuming that all the heat transferred to the interface is used in mass
transfer. The heat transfer coefficient between the liquid and the liquid-vapor
interface is calculated using Ranz and Marshall (1952) correlation:
Nu = 2+ 0.6Re0.5
Prc0.3
d
!

(35)

The heat transfer coefficient between the vapor and the liquid-vapor interface is
calculated using a constant value (=2.0) for Nusselt number, because the
convective processes are poorly defined inside a vapor bubble.

3.5 HEAT FLUX PARTITIONING IN BOILING- THE RPI
APPROACH
The conventional CFD approach to modelling wall boiling associated heat
transfer relies on the wall heat flux-partitioning (WHFP) model of Kurul and
Podowski (1990), with contributions later on by a number of other researchers.
This model, also known as the RPI, assumes a mechanistic splitting of the heat
flux from the wall into three different components:
qw = qconv + qevap + qquench
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This partitioning approach detailed above reflects the boiling phenomenon in a
manner that essentially weighted the whole bubble ebullition cycle (nucleation,
growth, departure, and waiting) and near wall bubble behaviour spatially and
temporally in terms of the share of the total macroscopic heat flux carried away
by the associated processes through three distinct modes of heat transfer.
These are the sensible heat removal by single-phase convection qconv from the
part of the heated wall that is not affected by boiling, the latent heat transport
through evaporation qevap during bubble nucleation to departure, and
enhancement of heat transfer commonly known as quenching qquench due to the
replacement of a departing bubble by an influx of relatively cooler liquid from
farther away from the wall.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of different modes of heat transfer close to the heated
wall in the sub-cooled flow boiling
In these contexts, the following three parameters are identified to quantify the
near wall bubble life cycle, namely: active nucleation site density, bubble
departure diameter and bubble departure frequency.
The methods for calculating each mode of heat transfer as of RPI WHFP is
detailed below.

3.5.1 Evaporation
In wall heat flux partitioning approach by Kurul and Podowski (1990), the
evaporative heat flux qevap is modelled following the approach of Bowring
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(1962) which essentially depends on three sub-models/correlations namely:
nucleation site number density that determines the number of bubbles per unit
area of the wall, based on the amount of superheating, bubble departure
frequency and bubble departure diameter. The evaporative heat flux is given as:
⎛ π dB3 ⎞
qevap = N A f B ⎜
⎟ ρ d hLV
⎝ 6 ⎠

(37)

3.5.2 Quenching
When a bubble detaches or departs from a hot wall/surface due to
buoyancy/inertia acting on it, relatively cooler liquid is brought abruptly into
contact with the hot wall and fills the empty space that the bubble previously
occupied. This process, which is named as quenching, enhances the heat transfer
considerably. Treating it as transient conduction in a semi-infinite medium of
fluid, Mikic and Rohsenow (1969) modelled the quenching process as:

(

qquench = hquench Ab TW −TC

)

(38)

The term, quenching heat transfer coefficient hquench , which introduces additional
closure dependencies, is modelled using Del Valle and Kenning (1985), as:
hquench = 2λc f B

ρ c c pct w
πλc

(39)

According to Kurul and Podowski (1990), the bubble-waiting period t w
accounted for approximately 80% of the total detachment period, which is
simply the inverse of the bubble departure frequency. Thus,
tw =

0.8
fB
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The basic model for quenching heat flux given in Eqn. (38) makes no distinction
between the quenching heat transfer associated with the bubble departure normal
to the surface and those bubbles slide along the surface before being lift of and
depart normally.

3.5.3 Convection
At regions of the wall which are outside the influence of the growing and
departing bubbles, the only mechanism that plays role in transporting heat is the
ordinary single phase convective heat transfer. This sensible heat transport is
modelled following the Newton’s law approach for that portion of the wall not
influenced by the boiling; this is obtained by multiplying with the “non-boiling”
area fraction (1− Ab ) as:

(

)(

qconv = hconv 1− Ab TW −TC

)

(41)

where, hconv is the ordinary local convective heat transfer coefficient. Eqn. (41)
expresses a linear relationship between three fundamental parameters namely;
the local wall heat flux and the difference between the local wall and the fluid
temperature through the constant of proportionality, the local heat transfer
coefficient ℎ!"#$ .
Thus the total heat flux applied on a wall is transferred into the fluid domain
through the aforementioned three mechanisms and can be obtained by adding
them using Eqn. (36). It is evident from the above description of various
mechanisms of heat transfer that a number of basic closure terms permeate
through the overall formulation of RPI heat flux partitioning approach, therefore
additional relationships in the form of correlations or mechanistic sub-models
are needed to close the RPI WHFP model.
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3.6 CLOSURES FOR THE WALL BOILING IN CFD
A number of sub-models/closures has been proposed in the literature to close the
RPI WHFP model for the following parameters, namely: nucleation site number
density ( N A ), bubble departure diameter ( dB ), bubble departure frequency ( f B ),
and bubble influence wall area fraction ( Ab ). The closure relations that are of
relevance in general to the modern CFD boiling two-phase flows, and
particularly employed in the present investigation via the code STAR-CCM+
and forms part of its “Wall-boiling” model are discussed in the present section.

3.6.1 Nucleation Site Number Density
The nucleation site number density ( N A ) determines the number of locations per
unit area on the heated surface where bubbles form. This is the leading factor
determining the evaporation rate in a mechanistic model of subcooled boiling
given in Eqn. (36).
Conceivably this closure is the hardest to predict due to its strong dependence
upon the nature/property/condition of surface subjected to boiling, especially as
this dependence changes continually over prolonged application in nuclear
systems. The following two models have been used to calculate the nucleation
site number density:
• Lemmert-Chawla (Lemmert and Chawla, 1977)
• Hibiki-Ishii (Hibiki and Ishii, 2003)
3.6.1.1 Lemmert-Chawla Nucleation Site Number Density Model
Lemmert and Chawla (1977) proposed a model for nucleation site number
density, which is a correlation between the activated nucleation sites and the
local wall superheat, i.e. the difference between the local wall temperature and
the saturation temperature which is expressed as:
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(

)

N A = ⎡⎣m TW −Tc ⎤⎦

n

(42)

Where m is a calibration constant and n is known as the superheat exponent.
According to Kurul and Podowski (1990), these values are 185.0/K and 1.805
respectively to use the Lemmert-Chawla model in conjunction with the
Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk model for calculating bubble departure diameter.
This model does not take into account any surface characteristics. The
applicable conditions are:
p = 1atm
3.4 ≤ qwall ≤ 4.7 MWm −2
0.8 ≤ uc ≤ 2.0 ms −1

(43)

24 ≤ ΔTsub ≤ 84 °C

In STAR-CCM+, a modified form of the closure is used to allow the superheat
exponent itself to be a function of the wall superheat rather than assuming a
constant value.
3.6.1.2 Hibiki Ishii Nucleation Site Number Density Model
Hibiki and Ishii (2003) proposed a semi-mechanistic model for nucleation site
number density which requires a boundary condition for wall superheating and
takes into consideration the size and cone angle distribution of active cavities.
This model has a wide range of applicability in terms of mass flow, pressure,
and contact angle and is also validated against numerous sets of experimental
data. The form of the model is:
θ 2 ⎞ ⎛ f p+ λ ′
⎛
−
( )Rc ⎞
8θ ′2
N A = Nref ⎜ 1− e
−1⎟
⎟⎜e
⎟⎠
⎜⎝
⎟⎠ ⎜⎝

The applicable conditions are:
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0.1 ≤ p ≤ 19.1 MPa
5 ≤ θ ≤ 90 °

(45)
−2 −1

0 ≤ G ≤ 886 kgm s

3.6.2 Bubble Departure Diameter
The bubble departure diameter ( dB ), which is one of the most critical closure or
sub-models because of its direct bearing on the boiling heat transfer
characteristics, determines the diameter of the vapour bubble when it departs a
nucleation site. This is the second of the three factors determining the wall
evaporation rate, and is the most important one due to the cubic dependence on
it.
The following two models have been used for calculating the bubble departure
diameter in the present study:
• Tolubinsky-Kostanchuk (Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk, 1970)
• Kocamustafaogullari (Kocamustafaogullari, 1983)
3.6.2.1 Tolubinsky-Kostanchuk Bubble Departure Diameter Model
Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk (1970) proposed a bubble departure model which is
a correlation against liquid subcooling. This model is essentially insensitive to
the pressure change and depends only on the bulk liquid subcooling, given as:
⎡ ΔT ⎤
dB = d0 exp ⎢ − sub ⎥
⎣ ΔT0 ⎦

(46)

Its range of applicability is as follows:
0.1 ≤ p ≤ 1.013MPa
uc = 0.2ms −1
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3.6.2.2 Kocamustafaogullari Bubble Departure Diameter
Based on a force balance between gravity and surface tension forces with an
adjustment

for

pressure

dependence

using

a

density

ratio

term,

Kocamustafaogullari (1983) proposed a bubble departure diameter model, which
is more general due to its applicability under a wider range of pressure (
0.0067 ≤ p ≤ 14.18 MPa ). Using this model the departure diameter is calculated as

follows:
0.5

⎛ σ ⎞ ⎛ Δρ ⎞
dB = d1θ ⎜
⎝ gΔρ ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ρ d ⎟⎠

0.9

(48)

3.6.3 Bubble Departure Frequency
The bubble departure frequency ( f B ) determines how many bubbles leave a
nucleation site per second. This is last of the three key factors determining the
evaporation rate in subcooled boiling. A model by Cole (1960b) has been used
to calculate the bubble departure frequency in the studies presented in this
thesis. It was derived from the first principles by applying force balance on a
freely rising bubble in a pool of liquid. In essence, this frequency is equivalent
to a terminal velocity divided by bubble departure diameter, and the overall
evaporation rate in the WHFP model is calibrated around this assumption.

fB =

(

4 g ρc − ρd
3dB ρ c

)

(49)

In deriving the above expression, it is considered that successive bubbles are
leaving the surface touching each other; hence this has modest connection with
the anticipated bubble departure frequency at regions of the wall subjected to
high to moderate subcooling except when approaching critical heat flux
condition.
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3.6.4 Bubble Influenced Wall Area Fraction
The fraction of the area of the heated wall over which heat transfer is influenced
by boiling and over which single phase heat transfer is considered inhibited in
known as bubble influenced wall area fraction or simply the boiling area fraction
Ab . It is calculated according to Kurul and Podowski (1990) assuming the wall

area influenced by bubble-induced quenching is larger than the nucleation site
area, by a specified factor ε ′ .
⎛ π dB2 ⎞
Ab = N Aε ′ ⎜
⎟
⎝ 4 ⎠

(

)

(50)

where, π dB2 4 is the actual cross-sectional area per single bubble, and ε ′ is the
multiplier for area of influence with a default value of 2.
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CHAPTER 4. CFD INVESTIGATION: ADIABATIC BUBBLY
FLOWS IN A PIPE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In wall-bounded turbulent air-water bubbly flows much experimental evidence
suggests that the void distribution is highly non-uniform, which is even true for
the simplest geometries. This heterogeneity in the bubble size distribution, both
in a spatial and temporal sense, stems from the favoured transport and build-up
of bubbles in specific locations in the flow, and hence alters the local turbulence
production, configuration of the two-phase boundary layer, and mass and
momentum transfer at the wall. Therefore, direct insight into the mechanisms
that contribute to the bubble distribution in turbulent two-phase flows is central
for CFD modeling of various engineering applications, involving multiphase
flow with heat and mass transfer. The objective of this part of the work (the
present chapter) is to investigate the bubble transport and distribution
mechanism for the particular case of upward flowing turbulent air-water bubbly
flows in a pipe.
Almost all the experiments on the bubble size distribution in wall bounded
turbulent flows have been done in pipe or rectangular channels for low to
moderate void fractions (ε > 1%) with poly-dispersed non-spherical bubbles,
using resistance, optical or hot film probes. The investigators so far have
observed three types of void fraction profiles for upward-flowing pipe flows,
namely: “coring”, “wall-peaking” and “saddle” profiles. In the “coring” void
distribution a high percentage of bubbles concentrated along the pipe centreline,
while a predominance of bubbles is found along the pipe wall in the wall
peaking profile. An intermediate void distribution is found in saddle profiles
with approximately equal amount of bubbles along the wall and pipe axis. These
patterns of bubble distribution depend on the inlet bubble size and their
evolution along the flow, which is controlled mainly by the coalescence and
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break-up phenomena in an adiabatic turbulent bubbly flow. Further complexities
are added when phase-change is introduced due to boiling. For upward flow,
small bubbles concentrate near the walls, whereas the larger ones gather in the
core. In contrast, bubbles migrate in the core region irrespective of their sizes in
downward flows.
In the literature there is considerable dispute regarding the exact cause of wallpeaking, although there is consensus among researchers to explain these
phenomena by applying forces balance acting on the bubbles in the
transverse/lateral direction of the flow, i.e. among the non-drag forces. These are
lift force, wall lubrication force, and turbulent dispersion force. The lift force
depends on the relative velocity between the phases, and therefore pushes the
bubbles towards the channel wall and core directions in upward and downward
flows respectively. The wall lubrication force acts on a bubble close to the wall,
and inhibits the bubble from sticking to it. Thus, this force always pushes the
bubbles towards core of the flow. Lastly, the turbulent dispersion force, which is
driven by the void fraction gradient, tends to distribute the void fraction
uniformly.
The ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling approach is
extensively used in conjunction with a bubble size distribution model in CFD
modeling of two-phase bubbly flows. While the former provides the general
framework of the ensemble average description of the constituent phases in the
CFD approach, the latter is responsible for modeling the interaction and
distribution of these bubbles in the flow, wherein the modeling needs to
accommodate bubble induced turbulence, interfacial forces and so on. In the
present chapter, two-dimensional CFD simulations of air-water upward bubbly
flows in a vertical pipe are presented that have been conducted using the
commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ following the aforementioned approach.
Here, one of the objectives was to investigate the influence of the non-drag
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forces on the lateral void migration in the context of simple adiabatic two-phase
flows. In addition, effort has been made to address some of the issues that arose
during the investigation of the subcooled flow boiling as detailed in the next
chapter. Detailed description of the default models in the software and
implementation of other models, especially for the non-drag interfacial forces
are already given in Chapter 3. Here, for clarity the models utilized are
presented in tabular form. All the numerical results are compared with the
experimental data of Hibiki et al. (2001).

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF ADIABATIC TEST CASES OF HIBIKI ET
AL. (2001)
The experimental data sets published by Hibiki et al. (2001) for air-water bubbly
flows in a vertical pipe provide radial measurements of void fraction, interfacial
area concentration, bubble diameter, gas and liquid phase velocities, etc. for two
locations along the pipe. A broad range of area-averaged superficial air and
water inlet velocities had been studied. Thus, these data sets provide valuable
information for examining and validating various interfacial forces for gasliquid adiabatic flows.
The test section of Hibiki’s experiments is a vertically oriented circular pipe
with internal diameter (D) and length (z) of 50.8 mm 3.06 m respectively. The
experiments were done at atmospheric condition. Measurements were done in
two axial positions: z/D = 6.0 and z/D = 53.5, and 15 radial positions that varies
from r/R = 0 to r/R = 0.95. Hibiki et al. (2001) reported that the initial bubble
diameter was about 3 mm at the pipe inlet. Dispersed air bubbles with initial
diameter of 3 mm and water with a uniform velocity profile were introduced
into the pipe through the inlet at the bottom end. Fluid physical properties (air
and water) used are that for standard temperature and pressure. A number of
previous attempts have been reported to predict the results of some of these
experiments using CFD code STAR-CD and Fluent; For instance Lo and Zhang
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(2008), (Sari et al., 2009) to name but a few. Predictions of Lo and Zhang
(2008) were also used to compare with the predictions of the present
investigation. The test cases considered in this study are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Test cases used in the study (Hibiki et al., 2001)
Test
Case

Superficial
Liquid Velocity
<jL > (m/s)

Superficial Gas
Velocity <jG >
(m/s)

Inlet Bubble Void Fraction
Diameter (m) <α> at
z/D=53.5

H1

0.986

0.321

0.003

0.231

H2

0.986

0.242

0.003

0.203

H3

0.491

0.19

0.003

0.259

4.3 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE MODELS
For the air-water two-phase bubbly flow, instantaneous time averaged equations
for the conservation of mass and momentum are solved in each computational
cell for each phase. Momentum exchange between the phases in the
computational domain are modelled using the corresponding source terms in the
equations specific to each phase which are then coupled to get an overall
balance. Turbulence modeling for the continuous phase is done using the twoequation Standard k − ε turbulence model whilst the same for the dispersed
phase is done using the Issa Turbulence Response model (Behzadi et al., 2004).
Details of these models are discussed in Chapter 3.
In the present study, six (6) different drag force coefficient models have been
utilized to investigate their effect on the predictions; these are given in the Table
I of Chapter 3. Among these, the models by Ishii and Zuber (1979) and Ishii and
Hibiki (2011) were implemented in the simulation using field functions; the rest
of the models were included in the STAR-CCM+ package. In addition a
constant value was also chosen following Lo and Zhang (2008).
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Lift force was modelled according to Auton et al. (1988); For modeling the
coefficient, three (3) models have been used separately (given in Table II of
Chapter 3). Among these models, Tomiyama et al. (2002) is the default model in
STAR-CCM+. Other two models, namely Legendre and Magnaudet (1998) and
Behzadi et al. (2004) have been implemented via field function. Furthermore,
number of constant coefficients with both signs has also been used to get an
appreciation of the probable direction of the lift force.
The virtual mass force acting on the dispersed dispersed phase was modelled
following Auton et al. (1988) and a constant value for the coefficient (=0.5) is
used which is applicable in the operating range of continuous phase volume
fraction of !0.5 ≤ α c ≤ 1.0 . In STAR-CCM+, the wall lubrication force is modelled
following

Antal

et

al.

(1991)

using

two

calibration

constants

(

CW 1 = −0.01, CW 2 = 0.05 ) such that it only acts in close vicinity of the wall and

sharply reduces to zero at five bubble diameters away from the wall. In the
present study, in addition to the Antal et al. (1991) wall lubrication force model
with two different coefficient sets (Antal’s original coefficients and the default
STAR-CCM+ coefficients) , the models by Tomiyama (1998) and Nguyen et al.
(2013) have also been considered. The models used are given in Table 3.1 of
Chapter 3. For the turbulent dispersion force, the default model in STAR-CCM+
is used with a value of 1 for the Turbulent Prandtl number in the tensor
diffusivity coefficient.
In the CFD calculation of two-phase bubbly flows, predicting the bubble
diameter/size is necessary to determine the interfacial area available for
interfacial momentum transfer as well as to effectively incorporate the evolution
of bubbles due to breakup and coalescence phenomena. This is accomplished in
the present study using the modified S-Gamma model developed by Lo and
Zhang (2009) and Lo et al. (2011) that dynamically model the evolution in
interfacial structures for two-phase bubbly flow.
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4.4 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
4.4.1 Inlet, Outlet and Boundary Conditions
As mentioned by Hibiki et al. (2001), the initial condition was not controlled in
the experimental cases considered for this study, which results in the change of
the initial bubble size with the flow condition. In the experiments, bubbles with
the size of about 3 mm were generated at the inlet for liquid superficial
velocities less than 2 m/s, therefore, despite the possibility of bubble size
changes as mentioned, a uniform bubble size of 3 mm was introduced at the
inlet for the simulations conducted.
As the detailed inlet information was not available for the other flow parameters,
uniform inlet profiles have been assumed for all variables. In the experiment the
area averaged superficial gas velocity was found from local measurement of
void fraction and gas velocity by the double sensor probe, while area averaged
superficial liquid velocity was obtained from the local measurement of void
fraction and local liquid velocity, which is measured by hot-film anemometer.
Thus the inlet velocities for each phase were estimated from the given
superficial velocities.
In general, the introduction of bubbles into the single-phase liquid flow produces
more agitation and thereby increases the turbulence intensity compared to
without the bubbles. Although Serizawa et al. (1975) mentioned that under
certain flow conditions the two-phase turbulence intensity is reduced locally due
to the presence of the bubbles in comparison with the turbulence intensity of the
single-phase with the same liquid flow rate. For the flow conditions of the
experiments considered in this study, the radial averaged turbulence intensities
were more than 0.1 with no reduction of the turbulence intensity as reported.
Moreover, for the flow conditions in the experiments where no cap bubbles were
observed, the turbulence intensity was almost uniform with some increase near
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the wall. In contrast, for the flow conditions where cap bubbles appeared, the
radial turbulence intensity profiles showed core peaks. Therefore, an average
value of 0.1 has been chosen as the inlet condition for the turbulence intensity. A
fully developed boundary condition was assumed for the outlet by setting axial
gradients of all variables except the pressure, which was set to zero.

4.4.2 Numerical Solution Method
All the simulations have been carried out using the commercial CFD package
STAR-CCM+10.02’s “Multiphase Segregated Flow” model which is used to
model Eulerian-Eulerian Multiphase cases. Finite volume technique is used to
discretize the conservation equations with a first order upwind scheme for all
equations. Solution algorithm in the Multiphase Segregated Flow model uses a
SIMPLE- type approach, which has separate pressure and velocity solvers.
A two-dimensional axisymmetric flow domain has been used for all the
simulations. Dividing the domain by allocating 20 cells in radial and 150 cells
in axial directions, in total 3000 cells for the whole domain serves as the
numerical grid/mesh. In the present work, the two-phase bubbly flow is treated
as steady state. The convergence criteria for all residuals are below 1×10-6,
although in some cases it was difficult to achieve. The CFD investigations can
be classified into four sub categories, namely:
- Grid/Mesh sensitivity study
- Effect of lift force (coefficient) on the predictions
- Effect of wall lubrication force on the predictions
- Effect of drag force (coefficient) on the predictions

4.4.3 Grid Sensitivity Study
CFD prediction is highly dependent on the grid resolution due to the dependence
on the near-wall treatment of the turbulence modeling involved. Therefore, a
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detailed mesh/grid sensitivity test was also carried out prior to the detailed
assessments of the models outlined in the previous section. Test case H1 in
Table 4.1 was selected for the mesh study with all the default models of STARCCM+ for modeling the bubbly flows as given in Table 4.2. The only change
was the drag coefficient; a constant value (1.071) was chosen following Lo and
Zhang (2008).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Grid sensitivity study by changing the number of cells in radial
direction: (a) liquid phase velocity profile, (b) local radial void fraction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Grid sensitivity study by changing the number of cells in axial
direction: (a) liquid phase velocity profile, (b) local radial void fraction
As already mentioned, two-dimensional axisymmetric equidistant grids were
used for the simulation of the bubbly flow in the vertical pipe. Also, from the
previous experience with Eulerian-Eulerian subcooled boiling simulations using
the wall function approach for near wall turbulence modeling, keeping the near
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wall cell-center at a distance of 100>y+>30 gives quite reasonable prediction.
Therefore, effect of the grid size was studied using 15, 20, and 25 grid cells in
the radial direction within the applicability of the wall function, and 75, 150, and
300 grid cells in the axial direction.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the predictions of radial distribution of void fraction,
phase velocities, and sauter mean diameter of bubbles are found insensitive to
the radial grid size from the value of 20 cells. Figure 4.2 shows that the
predictions are insensitive to the variation of axial cells. Therefore, 20 × 150
grids in the radial and axial directions are chosen as the basic grid size for
simulations of all test cases.

4.4.4 Effect of Lift Force (Coefficient) on the Predictions
4.4.4.1 Models and Method
In this part of the study, the test case H1 of Hibiki et al. (2001) was considered;
a summary of the flow parameters used are presented in Table 4.1. By keeping
all other model and associated parameters unchanged, only the lift force
coefficient is changed. The lift force coefficient models considered in this study
are listed in Table 4.2. For this STAR’s default Tomiyama lift force coefficient
and two constant values were primarily chosen. One of the values (-0.288) was
adopted from Lo and Zhang (2008) , the other was obtained by running
numerical simulations with varying the coefficient until a satisfactory prediction
was obtained that fits the experiment best. In addition, using a field function in
STAR-CCM+, two new lift coefficient models, namely Legendre and
Magnaudet (1998) and Behzadi et al. (2004) were implemented in the
simulation. The later model, which is a correlation, depends on the local void
fraction and is particularly applicable for bubbly flows with relatively significant
void fraction. Sari et al. (2009) mentioned the difficulty in proper selection of
lift coefficient model and concluded that for a bubbly flow it should depend on
the inlet bubble diameter, void fraction, and bubble Reynolds number. They
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examined a number of lift coefficient models and proposed a lift coefficient of
+0.1 according to their numerical studies. In the present study, this value was
also chosen for comparison. Other interfacial forces models/coefficients such as
drag coefficient (1.071), virtual mass coefficient (0.5) and wall lubrication force
(original Antal et al. (1991) coefficient (CW1=-0.12, CW2=0.147)) were used with
all the lift coefficient models/constants examined.
Table 4.2: Models and related parameters used in the adiabatic CFD studies
Model
Drag force

Detail set-up
Coefficient:
-

Lift force (LF)

Constant (1.071)
Bozzano and Dente (2001)
Ishii and Hibiki (2011)
Ishii and Zuber (1979)
Schiller and Naumann (1933)
Tomiyama et al. (1998)
Wang (1994)

Auton et al. (1988) Coefficient:
-

Tomiyama et al. (2002) (Default)
Legendre and Magnaudet (1998)
Constant (-0.1)
Constant (-0.288)[as per Lo and Zhang (2008)]
Constant (+0.1)
Behzadi et al. (2004)

Turbulent dispersion Default
force (TDF)
Virtual mass (VMF)
Wall lubrication force
(WLF)

Auton et al. (1988) with constant coefficient (0.5)
- Antal et al. (1991)
- Original coefficients (CW1=-0.12, CW2=0.147),
and
- Default STAR-CCM+ coefficients, (CW1=-0.01,
CW2=0.05)
- Tomiyama (1998)
- Nguyen et al. (2013)
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Turbulence
Model Standard K-Epsilon
(continuous phase)
High y+ wall treatment

Wall Treatment

Turbulence
Model Turbulence response
(dispersed phase)
Bubble
Distribution

Size S-Gamma with default break-up and coalescence
model.

4.4.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of the simulations performed with different models of lift coefficient
and the comparison with experimental data are presented in Figure 4.3 to Figure
4.5.
4.4.4.2.1 Prediction of Velocity Profiles
Comparison of the radial distribution of the axial velocity components for both
liquid and gas phases are given in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b). Both the liquid and gas
phase velocity distribution shows very interesting trend for the applied lift
forces.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3. Comparison: CFD predictions of radial distribution of axial (a) liquid
and (b) gas velocity components using different lift force coefficient models
with Hibiki’s H1experimental data.
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First start with the Tomiyama lift coefficient; analytical calculation reveals that
the lift coefficient generated by this correlation is about 0.205 for the given inlet
bubble diameter of 0.003m. This positive value produces a relatively large lift
force that in effect pushes the bubbles towards the wall, surpassing the Antal’s
wall force in close proximity to the wall. The radial distribution of void, sauter
mean diameter and interfacial area concentration also supports this result. As a
result, velocity distributions for both phases show a relatively flat profile in the
core region, while the same are raised near the wall. Similar trends are observed
for the Legendre and Magnaudet’s coefficient (that for the flow condition in
hand gives a coefficient of +0.49) and using a constant positive (+0.1) lift
coefficient. An adverse effect of these high positive lift coefficients is the
overwhelmingly strong lift force near the wall, which is simply unphysical and
for this reason there is a trend to implement the lift force in such a way that it is
applicable throughout the numerical domain except the cell adjacent to the wall
or the application of a so called wall-aware lift force (Baglietto and Christon
(2013)) that limits its applicability near the wall by multiplying by a limiting
factor. This also highlights the problem of application of the correlations that
can give such high positive lift coefficient; in fact these models have been
developed for the case of single particle/bubble flowing in a highly viscous
system.
In contrast, for a two-phase bubbly flow system, the void fraction has a strong
influence and hindering effect on the lift force, as shown by Behzadi et al.
(2004), which is much less than that for a single bubble/particle system. Next
comes the effect of negative lift coefficient on the liquid and gas velocity
profile. Although using a negative lift coefficient irrespective of bubble sizes is
simply unphysical, as per the expression established by Auton (1987), however,
the predictions for these two cases seem to follow the trend of the experimental
data, especially for the velocity profiles, quite remarkably well. These highlight
some facts to ponder about: (a) why the use of negative lift coefficients produces
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so well fitting predictions? (b) Does the effect/range of WLF, which is in fact
the same as using a negative lift coefficient albeit near the wall, extends further
in to the core? There are two possibilities; either the magnitude of the wall
lubrication force might be exaggeratedly high or the magnitude of the classical
lift force coefficient (positive) is very small, and that can produce a less intense
lift force towards wall. The first option is again unphysical, as application of
such a force will simply drive all the vapor/bubbles towards the core region.
Thus the second option seems plausible, given that a flow parameter dependent
lift force and wall lubrication force of comparable magnitude are employed,
which can produce/predict all the two-phase flow quantities including core peak
or wall peak void distribution reasonably well. As the lift coefficient models so
far employed, which have been basically developed for single particle/bubble
system, are not able to predict the trend even coupling with a relatively low
magnitude wall lubrication force (Antal et al.), it was therefore necessary to
resort to some modified lift coefficient that may be able to account for the
presence of many bubbles, i.e. significant void fraction for the dispersed phase.
One such lift coefficient model is Behzadi et al. (2004), which can take into
account the influence of phase fraction on the lift coefficient. It is clearly evident
from Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) that the predictions are substantially better with the
application of this model, which gives approximately the positive value of
0.0038 as the lift coefficient for a dispersed phase average void fraction of
0.231.
4.4.4.2.2 Prediction of Radial Void, Bubble Diameter and Interfacial Area
Concentration Distribution
Prediction of radial void distribution with all the cases of positive lift
coefficients including that of Tomiyama et al. (2002) and Legendre and
Magnaudet (1998) exhibit quite similar trend as shown in Figure 4.4. Among
these, apart from the predictions using the correlation by Behzadi et al. (2004),
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all other models yield a high void peak near the wall, approximately a bubble
diameter away. This is, as mentioned in the previous section, due to the use of
the very high lift forces (coefficients) near the wall, which simply overpower the
wall lubrication force, almost making it ineffective in the wall region.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of void fraction distribution between Hibiki’s
experimental data (H1) and simulation prediction with different lift force
coefficient models.

Even for the case of Tomiyama lift coefficient, the void peak is simply pushed
to the wall, and that indeed made running the numerical simulation problematic
to get a converged solution. For the predictions of lateral void using correlation
of Behzadi et al., no void peak is seen in the near wall region, besides the void in
the core region is significantly higher than the predictions by other positive lift
coefficient models. Accordingly, a flat profile in the core and no peak in the wall
region suggest that the magnitude of the Antal force is higher than that of lift
force by Behzadi et al.; thus, the later has taken into account the presence of
void, thereby reduces the effective lift force perceived by the bubbles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Comparison: CFD predictions of radial distribution of (a) sauter
mean diameter and (b) interfacial area concentration of air bubbles using
different lift force coefficient models with Hibiki’s H1experimental data.

Looking at the radial distribution of sauter mean diameter and interfacial area
density side by side as given in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) reveals some interesting
interactions not only between the interfacial forces but also concerning the
break-up and coalescence terms in the S-Gamma bubble size distribution model.
For this particular experiment (H1), Hibiki et al. (2001) mentioned that the
turbulence in the liquid phase enhanced the collision between bubbles that
results in more bubble coalescence than breakup since its energy was not enough
to disintegrate the bubbles. Therefore, relatively large bubbles migrated toward
the core resulting in the growth of cap bubbles around the core region. Further to
this, the cap bubbles formed in the core region retained their shape/size because
of lack of turbulent kinetic energy that is mainly produced and dissipated near
the wall. In the numerical simulations with positive lift coefficients, an increase
in the bubble sizes can be seen all the way from core to the wall; However due
to the strong lift force towards the wall, these bubbles drifted towards the wall
and concentrated about a bubble diameter away from the wall. Because of the
increased bubble number density, coalescence process enhanced and results in
the higher concentration of larger bubbles in this region. This is also true for the
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Tomiyama lift coefficient; moreover as the bubble size remains below the
critical bubble diameter for sign change for the Tomiyama lift coefficient, no
size dependent bubble distribution is seen in this case. In addition, in the STARCCM+, the default Tomiyama lift coefficient is implemented one cell away
from the wall. This is evident from the unusually large interfacial area
concentration found a cell away from the wall, which results from the high
concentration of smaller bubbles in that region.
The opposite trend is seen for the negative lift coefficient. With a moderate
negative lift coefficient (-0.1) bubbles experience lift forces depending on their
sizes. Thus, the larger bubbles moved more towards the center where intense
coalescence further increased the sizes; this is confirmed from Figure 4.5(b) as
relatively lower interfacial area concentration is found for the same case which
means a lower bubble number density in the core region compared to the -0.288
lift coefficient case. In the later case, most of the bubbles, irrespective of the
size, concentrated near the core, giving a large interfacial area concentration
there.
Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) indicate that the predictions of sauter mean diameter and
interfacial area concentration for the simulations using the Behzadi et al. lift
force coefficient model located somewhere midway between that given by the
two extremes; the large positive and negative lift coefficient. Prediction of sauter
mean diameter using this lift coefficient agrees reasonably well in the core and
near wall region, however in the mid region small deviation is observed.
Considering radial variation of sauter mean diameter and interfacial area
concentration together reveals that there is some discrepancy in the bubble
number density distribution. Probably, a favorable flow condition due to the
coupling of the lift force and wall lubrication force enhanced the coalescence
process, thereby increases the diameter (conversely decreases the interfacial
area). Therefore, among the lift force coefficients studied, the model by Behzadi
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et al. produces the best agreement to the experimental data. However, the need
for a more general lift force coefficient model is recognized that is applicable for
significant volume fraction of the dispersed phase and can dynamically account
for the effect of bubble distortion as well.

4.4.5 Effect of Wall lubrication Force on the Predictions
4.4.5.1 Models and Method
This part of the study, the same test case “H1” of Hibiki et al. (2001) was used
to compare the numerical predictions utilizing four different wall lubrication
force models; among these, three models are from open literature, namely Antal
et al. (1991) with the original (CW1=-0.12, CW2=0.147) and STAR-CCM+
(CW1=-0.01, CW2=0.05) coefficients sets, Tomiyama (1998) and Nguyen et al.
(2013). Each of these models was used in combination with the best lift
coefficient found out from the previous part of our current study, namely the
Behzadi et al. (2004) model. In addition, the Tomiyama lift coefficient was also
considered instead of Behzadi et al. (2004) model with the choices of wall
lubrication force as the WLF model by the same author was chosen, which was
developed to work in combination with their lift coefficient model. Therefore,
for each of the two lift coefficient models, no other parameters are changed
except the WLF coefficient models. In STAR-CCM+, only the Antal et al.
(1991) wall lubrication force is provided; the other models have been
implemented via field functions.
4.4.5.2 Result and Discussion
4.4.5.2.1 Prediction of Velocity Profiles
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the effect of wall lubrication force models on the
liquid and gas velocity profile respectively. It is evident that the Behzadi et al.
lift coefficient in combination with any of the four WLF models provides much
the same velocity profile for both liquid and gas phases and these predictions are
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far better than that for the WLF’s combination with Tomiyama lift coefficient.
The problem of coupling with the wall force models for Tomiyama lift
coefficient stems mainly from its excessively large value; whereas, the Behzadi
et al.’s lift coefficient with its local void-modulated value shows superior
prediction ability for velocity profiles of both phases, although there are still
considerable discrepancies between the experimental data and the predictions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Effect of different wall lubrication force model on liquid velocity
profile; in combination with (a) Behzadi et al., (b) Tomiyama lift coefficient.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Effect of different wall lubrication force model on gas velocity
profile; in combination with (a) Behzadi et al., (b) Tomiyama et al. lift
coefficient.
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4.4.5.2.2 Prediction of Radial Void, Bubble Diameter and Interfacial Area
Concentration Distribution
The influence of different wall lubrication force models in combination with the
two distinct lift force coefficient models on the radial distribution of void
fraction is presented in Figure 4.8. With Behzadi et al.’s lift model, all the wall
force models show quite flat void distribution in the core region. Although the
trend with the Antal et al.’s WLF coefficients is lower than that with other
models in the same region, however its prediction in combination with Behzadi
et al.’s lift model follows the trend of the experimental data near the wall, albeit
it fails to predict the wall void peak. Assuming the Behzadi et al.’s model is
accurate (although it is not, as it does not have any mechanism for sign change
due to shape-change of larger bubbles), this behavior highlights two points;
Firstly, adjacent to the wall, the strength of the wall lubrication force should be
comparable to the strength of the lift force, so this will ensure the expected void
peak there. If the lift force is too strong, it overwhelms the wall lubrication force
and results in low void fraction in the core region and a ‘super peak’ near the
wall. In contrast, if the wall lubrication force overpowers the lift force near the
wall, the outcome is a parabolic void profile with core peak and the absence of
any build up near the wall. Secondly, the range of the wall lubrication force may
not be restricted close vicinity of the wall; rather it probably extends up to the
core like that of Tomiyama et al.’s wall lubrication force. For instance, in the
case of combination of the Behzadi et al. lift coefficient with the Tomiyama et
al.’s WLF coefficient, the strong wall lubrication force surpasses the lift force
near the wall and results in flat void profile there. Moreover, due to the long
range, it also pushes the bubbles towards the core and everywhere outshines the
lift force. This results in substantial improvement of the void prediction in the
core region. Careful observation suggest that both points might be correct; to get
a void peak near the wall, the strength of the wall force and lift force should be
equal in magnitude near the wall, and the range of the wall lubrication force
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might be extended all the way up to the core, which is particularly true for wall
bounded flow. Behzadi et al.’s lift force in combination with the Antal et al.’s
wall lubrication force fulfills the first point and gives the best predictions so far.
However, due to its limited range, the later model will not be able to meet the
second point and warrants further research to develop an acceptable functional
form of the model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Effect of different wall lubrication force model on radial void
distribution; in combination with (a) Behzadi et al., (b) Tomiyama lift
coefficient.
In the investigations the default coalescence and breakup models and associated
parameters have been used without any changes. However, it was observed
(although not included in this thesis) that even the slightest change in any of the
parameters have a huge effect on the predictions of almost all primitive flow
quantities and therefore need extensive tuning/tweaking to get acceptable
predictions. In addition to the non-drag forces, namely the lift and wall
lubrication forces, which already shown to be great influence on the radial void
distribution, bubble breakup and coalescence phenomena may also contribute
significantly on the flow parameters and further research is needed in this
regards.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Effect of different wall lubrication force model on radial distribution
of sauter mean diameter; in combination with (a) Behzadi et al., (b) Tomiyama
lift coefficient.
From the radial distribution of sauter mean diameter (Figure 4.9) and interfacial
area concentration (Figure 4.10), it is apparent that the Tomiyama lift coefficient
in combination with any of the wall lubrication force models/coefficients fails to
give reasonable prediction across the radial length. Maximum bubble diameter is
seen in the region where the two forces balance themselves, thus most of the
bubble accumulates near the wall, which is unphysical. Thus due to the excess
bubble number density, coalescence enhances; as a result the sauter mean
diameter increases, conversely the interfacial area decreases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Effect of different wall lubrication force model on the radial
variation of interfacial area density; in combination with (a) Behzadi et al., (b)
Tomiyama lift coefficient.

4.4.6 Effect of Drag Force Coefficient on the Predictions
4.4.6.1 Models and Methods
In this part of the study, the same test case “H1” of Hibiki et al. (2001) was used
further to investigate the effect of six (6) different drag force coefficient models
(given in Table 4.2) on the predictions. Each of these models was used
separately in combination with the best lift coefficient + wall lubrication force
model selected from the previous part of our current study, namely the Behzadi
et al. (2004) lift coefficient and Antal et al. (1991) wall lubrication force model
with the original coefficients (CW1=-0.12, CW2=0.147). In addition to the
experimental data, the predictions using these drag coefficient models have been
compared with the predictions using the constant drag coefficient. Except Ishii
and Zuber (1979) and Ishii and Hibiki (2011), all other models for the drag
coefficient are provided in the STAR-CCM+ package; these two models have
been implemented via field function.
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4.4.6.2 Result and Discussion
Figure 4.11(a)-(e) show the effect of drag force coefficient models on five
primitive flow quantities. In all cases, the liquid velocity profile is under
predicted, although remains within the typical measurement uncertainties (15%)
with no major differences between them. It is thus evident that these models
have little or no influence at all on the liquid velocity profile, which is
reasonable as the void fraction is quite low. Therefore, the momentum imparted
by the dispersed phase onto the liquid phase is insignificant. In contrast, Figure
4.11(b) reveals the significant influence of these models on the dispersed phase
velocity profile. Particularly, the two models, namely: Schiller and Naumann
(1933), and Ishii and Hibiki (2011) predicted the gas velocity profile fairly
accurately.
This can be attributed to the matching of the bubble sizes that remain within the
range of applicability of these drag coefficient models, which were developed
specifically for the viscous regime. The dispersed phase velocity profile using
the rest of the drag force coefficient models underestimated in the core region,
probably due to the higher interfacial drag yielded by these models.
Figure 4.11(c) shows that all drag force coefficient models under predicted the
radial void distribution in the core region with an error of more than 50%; the
similarity of the trends suggests not to attribute this behavior to the drag force
coefficients, rather it is the influence of the non-drug forces already addressed in
the previous parts of the investigation. Although, predictions of void fraction by
most of the models follow the trend of the experimental wall peaking,
nonetheless this trend is accurately captured by using the models Tomiyama et
al. (1998), Ishii and Zuber (1979) and Wang (1994). Moreover, the two models
that accurately predicted the dispersed phase velocity profile, failed to produce
any void peak whatsoever.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.11: Effect of various drag coefficient models on the predictions of
Hibiki et al. (2001) test case H1: radial distribution of (a) axial liquid velocity,
(b) gas velocity, (c) local void fraction, (d) sauter mean diameter, and (e)
interfacial area concentration.
Examining the distribution of void, sauter mean diameter and interfacial area
concentration all together reveals that only the Ishii and Zuber (1979)
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correlation gives reasonable predictions for all the quantities of interest.
Although the Tomiyama et al. (1998) drag coefficient also gives rather
satisfactory results, however it predicts significantly smaller bubble diameter
adjacent to the wall. Drag coefficients, which consider fitting multiplier due to
the presence of the high phase fraction and different flow regimes, such as that
by Behzadi et al. (2004) and Simonnet et al. (2007) have not been tested in the
present study. However, these models would be potential candidates, as the
experiments considered had been conducted for high air/gas phase fraction.
Therefore, from the discussion above, it is obvious that more research is needed
with various flow conditions to finalize and select a suitable drag coefficient
model for bubbly two-phase flows.
Lastly, it is hard to select the best set/combination of model applicable for
adiabatic two phase flow, as a number of combinations predicts similar
behavior; However, to this end, the best combination appears to be: drag
coefficient- Ishii and Zuber (1979) , lift coefficient- Behzadi et al. (2004), and
wall lubrication force- Antal et al. (1991).

4.4.7 Effect of the Best Combination of Models on other Test Cases
Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the outcome of the application of the best
combination of models on the CFD simulation of two other experiments by
Hibiki et al. (2001), namely: H2 and H3. In the first case (H2), the predictions
for the liquid velocity profile is considerably lower than the experimental data;
in contrast dispersed phase velocity profile and radial distribution of void, sauter
mean diameter and interfacial area concentration follow the trends of the
corresponding experimental data. Trends of all the primitive variables
investigated for the second (H3) case perfectly captured that of the experimental
data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.12: Effect of best combination of models on the predictions of Hibiki et
al. (2001) test case H2: (a) liquid and gas velocity profile (b) local void fraction
(c) sauter mean diameter, and (d) interfacial area concentration.
However, in general for both cases, the location and sharpness of the peaks are
not very accurate, which can be attributed to the balance between the lift and
wall lubrication force models, and hence it highlights again the need for
appropriate model sets. In addition, the prominent wall peak of the void for both
cases suggests that the lift force is not strong enough to balance the wall
lubrication force near the wall.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: Effect of best combination of models on the predictions of Hibiki et
al. (2001) test case H3: (a) liquid and gas velocity profile (b) local void fraction
(c) sauter mean diameter, and (d) interfacial area concentration.
It is worth mentioning that, for these two cases no separate mesh/grid sensitivity
studies were conducted; the same mesh used for H1 was also utilized for both of
these cases. The flow parameters, such as liquid and gas superficial velocities
for these two cases are significantly lower than H1. Therefore, the discrepancies
may also arise due to using an inappropriate mesh. Closely examining the
experimental data for sauter mean diameter for both the experiments reveals
significant coalescence effect but no breakup at all. In the investigations
discussed so far, default coalescence and breakup models have been used
without any adjustment; effect of these phenomena warrants consideration for
future studies.
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4.5 SUMMARY
In the present chapter, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigations
carried out on the influence of the interfacial forces, particularly the drag, lift
and wall lubrication forces, in the context of two-phase adiabatic air-water
bubbly flows, are presented. The simulations have been conducted using the
commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ by solving the mass and momentum
conservation equations, standard K-Epsilon turbulence equations and S-Gamma
transport equations for bubble size distribution. Broadly the outcomes are as
follows:
Three models have been investigated for lift force coefficient, namely:
Tomiyama et al. (2002), Legendre and Magnaudet (1998) and Behzadi et al.
(2004). Models, which were developed for isolated bubbles (Tomiyama et al.
(2002) and Legendre and Magnaudet (1998)) gives high positive lift coefficients
for the bubble sizes under consideration (inertial and spherical cap) and pushes
the bubbles/void towards the wall excessively, giving unphysical predictions for
the five primitive variables considered, namely: liquid and gas velocity profile,
radial distribution of void fraction, sauter mean diameter and interfacial area
concentration. Local void fraction dependent lift coefficient by Behzadi et al.
(2004) gives reasonable predictions for all the primitive variables. The need for
a more general lift force coefficient model appropriate/suitable for modeling
two-phase flow with significant dispersed phase fraction is recognized.
In combination with lift models; four sets of wall lubrication forces
models/coefficients have also been tested. It is found that the wall lubrication
force and lift force models along with the coefficients should be proposed in
combination rather than separately, because they strongly couple and this plays a
major role on the radial distribution of the bubbles/void. It is evident that,
adjacent to the wall, the strength of the wall lubrication force should be
comparable in magnitude to the strength of the lift force; this will ensure the
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occurrence of expected wall peak of void. Therefore, local void fraction
dependent lift force by Behzadi et al. (2004) coupling with the Antal et al.
(1991) wall lubrication force satisfies this conditions and can fairly predict all
the flow variables reasonably well including core peak or wall peak in the void
distribution. However, the discrepancies in the predictions may come from the
modeling inadequacies of coalescence and breakup phenomena, which were not
considered in this part of the study. Another important observation regarding the
wall lubrication force is that its range may not be restricted close vicinity to the
wall; rather wall influence probably extends up to the core like that of
Tomiyama et al.’s wall lubrication force.
Six different drag force coefficient models were investigated in combination
with the Behzadi et al. (2004) lift coefficient and Antal et al. (1991) wall
lubrication force model with the original coefficients (CW1=-0.12, CW2=0.147).
In general, predictions of the radial distribution of primitive variables including
the void fraction seems insensitive to the drag coefficient model used, except the
axial velocity profile of the dispersed phase. Among the models tested, the Ishii
and Zuber (1979) correlation in combination with Behzadi et al. (2004) lift
coefficient and Antal et al. (1991) wall lubrication force model gives reasonable
predictions for all the primitive flow variable considered.
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CHAPTER 5. CFD INVESTIGATION: SUB-COOLED FLOW
BOILING IN A PIPE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In forced-convective boiling in a pipe or a duct, when the boiling occurs solely
local to the heated wall while the rest of the flow away from the wall remains
below the saturation temperature and thereby prohibits existence of vapour
bubbles in the bulk of the flow, is termed as subcooled boiling. Thus in the
subcooled boiling region the void fraction is typically very low. Further
downstream of this region the saturation layer extends and ultimately occupies
the whole flow channel. The modelling of various multidimensional, complex,
and interdependent dynamic processes in subcooled boiling such as bubble
nucleation, growth, departure, coalescence, breakup and interphase heat and
mass transfer and other hydrodynamics poses challenges. The multi-field
modeling concept such as the ensemble average Eulerian two-fluid framework
of interpenetrating continua provides an appropriate analytical tool for this
purpose; therefore, it is adopted by most of the conventional CFD codes in
predicting various subcooled boiling phenomena, with extension of it to the
prediction of critical heat flux (CHF) condition.
Generally, in the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling approach, CFD analysis
of sub-cooled flow boiling is performed using the RPI wall-boiling model in
conjunction with a bubble size distribution model. While the former provides
details of bubble formation at the wall (the active site density, the size of the
departing bubbles and the frequency of their departure), the latter is responsible
for modeling the interaction and distribution of these bubbles in the flow once
they depart wherein the modeling needs to accommodate bubble induced
turbulence, interfacial forces and so on. However, successful application of this
approach to different test cases is only possible after extensive tuning of the
various constitutive relations used within the approach. This is because most of
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these relations are developed based on fitting to specific experiments. At higher
pressures, this becomes a more challenging task due to the shortage of
experimental data on which to base the tuning. This is most acute with respect to
the models describing the interfacial forces experienced by the bubbles.
Accurate modeling of these forces is essential for accurate prediction of the
bubble transport and consequent void distribution in the core flow.
Early attempts as well as recent efforts to incorporate various closures for the
CFD modeling of subcooled flow boiling that includes the wall-boiling models,
interfacial forces models and the models of the source terms for bulk bubble
interactions were found to be presented as a set package. Typically a new
set/combinations of models were proposed with their so-called better/superior
predictive ability compared to the previous models presented in terms of
validation exercises. In reality, a systematic approach to bring forth better model
combinations underlining the physics relevant to the two-phase flow dynamics
away from the wall and the comparison between these model sets predictions are
rarely seen in the literature. Hence, studies need to be conducted that address
methodically the transformation/evolutions of various model combinations for
modeling the aggregate of the flow and their intra-relations that will help to
identify shortcomings associated with the approach and possible rectification
measures.
This chapter presents the outcome of the investigation carried out systematically
on some particular modeling aspects of subcooled flow-boiling using the
commercial CFD package STAR-CCM+. Initially, a single subcooled flowboiling experiment (experiment 2) of Bartolomei et al. (1980) (reported by
Avdeev and Pekhterev (1986)) conducted at 6.89 MPa system pressure, which
has hitherto been analysed but only using much earlier versions of various
models in STAR-CD platform by Tentner et al. (2005) and Ustinenko et al.
(2008) has been simulated using something approximating to that of the same
models used while STAR-CD was used.
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This part of the study constitutes the efforts into the reproduction of the earlier
validation studies as reported in Tentner et al. (2005) and Ustinenko et al.
(2008). During this venture, numerous difficulties have been confronted with;
mainly with the non-drag interfacial forces, which have been explained based on
the physics and was also addressed as appropriate. The contribution of the nondrag interfacial forces to the radial (transverse) bubble migration and predictions
of radial and cross-sectional averaged axial void distribution has also been
examined. By changing various parameters of the non-drag forces it has been
sought to identify just which of the changes in the modelling have the major
effect on the predictions, and thereby propose the appropriate combination of
model sets for simulating high pressure test cases. The result was a refined set
of models/model-coefficients that was later used to simulate the same test case
in combination with the current state-of-the-art capability of the code; the “new
wall-boiling” closures. Predictions of this latest combination of models has also
been compared with that of using the old combination and also with the
experimental findings and earlier predictions of Tentner et al. and Ustinenko et
al., and observations were made about the differences. Later, these model
combinations have been used to simulate four other Bartolomei test cases.
In line with the improvement in the wall boiling models, extensive work has
been carried out by a number of researchers for the improvement of bubble size
distribution models that has direct bearing on the interfacial transfer terms.
Previously, for the prediction of bubble size in the subcooled boiling flow, the
linear model of Kurul and Podowski (1990) was chiefly employed that depends
only on liquid subcooling and has no dependence on pressure. To dynamically
model the evolution in interfacial structures the modified S-Gamma bubble size
model, developed by Lo and Rao (2007) has also been tested separately with the
old and new wall-boiling models; in particular the effect of the bubble size
distribution models coupled with the non-drag interfacial forces has been studied
and some important observations have been made.
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5.2 HIGH PRESSURE TEST CASES OF BARTOLOMEI ET AL.
(1980)
Bartolomei et al. (1980) have measured the axial distribution of cross-sectional
average vapor content in the subcooled boiling of water flowing upward in a
vertical pipe with stepwise heating for various flow conditions, results of which
were reported by Avdeev and Pekhterev (1986). Five of their test cases (given
in Table 5.1) conducted at high-pressure (6.89 and 10.8 MPa) forced convective
boiling of water have been chosen for the present study.
Table 5.1: Bartolomei et al. (1980) experiments used for subcooled boiling study
Parameters

Exp-02

Exp-06

Exp-07

Exp-11

Exp-13

System pressure (MPa)

6.89

6.89

6.89

10.8

10.8

Heat flux (MW/m2)

1.2

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Water flow rate (kg/m2s)

1500

1500

1000

1500

1000

Inlet temperature (K)

495

535

534

558

544

Saturation temperature (K)

557.9

557.9

557.9

589.9

589.9

The test section was a pipe with internal diameter of 12.03 mm and length of 1.4
m of which first 1.0 m length from the bottom (inlet) was heated with uniform
heat flux. Subcooled water enters the pipe with a high mass flux. As a result,
subcooled boiling occurred downstream on the wall and vapor was generated,
although the core flow remained well under the saturation temperature. The rest
of the pipe beyond the heated section was adiabatic, where condensation of
vapor occurred as the vapor generated on the wall thoroughly mixed with the
still subcooled core flow. A schematic of the experimental section is presented
in Figure 5.1. Measurements of cross-sectional averaged axial void distribution
using a gamma densitometer were reported. There were two previous attempts to
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predict the results of one of these experiments using much earlier versions of the
models utilizing the STAR-CD platform; outcomes of these efforts were
presented by Tentner et al. (2005) and Ustinenko et al. (2008).

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the Bartolomei et al. (1980) experimental section.

5.3 OVERVIEW OF THE MODELS USED
For the steam-water bubbly flow, instantaneous time averaged equations for the
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are solved in each computational
cell for each phase. Mass, momentum, and heat exchange between the phases in
the computational domain are modelled using the corresponding source terms in
the equations specific to each phase which are then coupled to get an overall
balance. Turbulence modeling for the continuous phase is done using the twoequation Standard !k − ε turbulence model whilst the same for the dispersed
phase is done using the Issa Turbulence Response model ((Behzadi et al.,
2004)).
Modeling of inter-phase heat and mass transfer is accomplished considering the
heat transfers from the vapor and the liquid via the liquid-vapor interfacial area.
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The heat transfer coefficient between the liquid and the liquid-vapor interface is
calculated using correlation by Ranz and Marshall (1952). In contrast, the heat
transfer coefficient between the vapor and the liquid-vapor interface is
calculated using a constant value (=2.0) for Nusselt number,. Heat transfer at the
wall is done following the heat flux partitioning approach of Kurul and
Podowski (1990) with the closures as detailed in Chapter 3.
The contribution to the total interfacial force comes from a number of separate
effects. In the present study, the drag force coefficient is modelled using
Tomiyama et al. (1998) correlation, as it is applicable for bubbly flows with a
wide range of bubble sizes; from small spherical bubbles to the surface tension
dominated regime and also for a wide range of liquid viscosity, and for three
levels of contamination by surfactants.
For modeling the lift force coefficient, the bubble Eötvös number dependent
Tomiyama et al. (2002) correlation is primarily chosen, which has the property
of changing the direction of the lift force based on the size and shape of the
bubble. Depending on a critical bubble diameter, the smaller bubbles are pushed
towards the wall and the larger bubbles away from the wall. A constant value of
0.5 is used as the virtual mass force coefficient with the Auton et al.’s model,
which is applicable in the operating range of continuous phase volume fraction
of !0.5 ≤ α c ≤ 1.0 . The wall lubrication force is introduced to counteract the lift
force in close vicinity of the walls by eliminating the vapor bubbles sticking
onto it. This is particularly true when a Tomiyama (2002) type lift force
correlation is used. This force then prevents small bubbles from pressing on the
pipe walls due to the lateral bulk lift force. In the present investigation, Antal et
al. (1991)’s model with the default coefficient in STAR-CCM+ is used to model
the wall lubrication force. Lastly, the turbulent dispersion force is modelled
using the default model in STAR-CCM+ with a value of 1 for the turbulent
dispersion Prandtl number.
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For the prediction of the bubble size distribution, the linear bubble size model of
Kurul and Podowski (1990) and improved S-Gamma model with its default
coalescence and breakup kernels have been used. In addition to the default
viscous (laminar) collision rate model of coalescence in STAR-CCM+, a model
originally by Friedlander (2000) was also implemented via a field function
because the default model was found insensitive to the near wall region.

5.4 SIMULATION OF THE BARTOLOMEI CASES
The CFD investigations carried out on boiling can be broadly classified into two
parts; in the first part, one of the experiments of Bartolomei et al. (1980) (Exp-2)
was only considered and numerical simulations were run using various
combinations of non-drag interfacial forces models with a fixed set of wall
boiling models (hereinafter referred to as “Old closures”) in combination with
Kurul-Podowski (K-P) linear bubble size model for the bulk of the flow so that
reasonable predictions can be achieved with the minimal tweaking/tuning of the
forces model set used. In section 0, the model set up for the first part of CFD
simulations of Exp-2 of Bartolomei et al. (1980) is briefly mentioned and the
results obtained from it are discussed. After a thorough study that consists of
numerous simulations an ideal combination of interfacial forces that generates a
good prediction of the axial void is identified for this high-pressure test case and
is termed as “best combination”. Section 5.4.2 gives description of the mesh/grid
sensitivity study that is performed using the “best combination” of models in
conjunction with “Old closures”.
In the second part, two sets of wall boiling models (given in Table 5.3) have
been used to run simulations in combination with any one of the two bubble size
distribution models one at a time (either Kurul-Podowski or S-Gamma). For the
interfacial forces, the best combination of models identified earlier was used.
Hence, in section 5.4.3, the effect of varying the wall boiling model and the
bubble size distribution model on the predictions is discussed. In addition to the
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Exp-02, another four experiments with varying mass flow rate, wall heat flux
and inlet subcooling have also been considered (given in section 5.4.4) to
investigate the effect of changing wall boiling closures and bubble size
distribution models with latest model/closure set by keeping the best
combination of non-drag forces unaltered. In section 5.4.5, investigation on the
effect of coalescence kernel of the S-Gamma model on the predictions whilst
using the latest set of wall boiling closures is described. In addition, dependence
of the wall heat flux partitioning (WHFP) closures on the acceleration due to
gravity (g) is explored in section 5.4.6.
Table 5.2: Models for STAR-CCM+ simulation
Model
Nucleation
density

site

STAR-CCM+ set-up
for Validation

Models in Ustinenko et
al. and Tentner et al.

number Lemmert-Chawla (1977) Lemmert-Chawla
(1977)

Bubble
Diameter

Departure TolubinskyKostanchuck (1970)

TolubinskyKostanchuck (1970)

Bubble
frequency

departure Cole (1960b)

Cole (1960)

Bubble size distribution

Kurul and
(1990)

Podowski Kurul and
(1990)

Podowski

Drag force

Coefficient-Tomiyama
et al. (1998)

Lift force (LF)

Auton et al. (1988) Ohnuki and Akimoto
Coeff.- Tomiyama et al. (2001)Coeff.-Tomiyama
(2002)
et al. (2002)

Coefficient-Wang
(1994)

Turbulent dispersion force Default
(TDF)

Used (details unknown)

Virtual mass (VMF)

Auton et al. (1988)

Auton et al. (1988)
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Coeff. – constant (0.5)
Wall lubrication
(WLF)

force Antal et al. (1991), Troshko
&
Hasan
STAR-CCM+coefficient (2001) and Antal et al.
(1991)

Turbulence
Model Standard K-Epsilon
(continuous phase)
Turbulence
(dispersed phase)
Wall treatment

Coeff. – constant (0.5)

Extended K-Epsilon

Model Issa Turbulence response Turbulence response
model by Behzadi et al.
(2004)
High y+ wall treatment
Not known

5.4.1 Validation
The first part of the study started by choosing all the models to the extent
possible as similar to as that of Tentner et al. (2005) and Ustinenko et al. (2008).
Models utilized for wall boiling are: Lemert-Chwala for nucleation site number
density, Tolubinsky and Kostanchuck model for bubble departure diameter and
Cole’s model for bubble departure frequency. With these old WHFP closures,
bulk bubble size distribution was achieved using Kurul-Podowski’s linear
bubble size model. For interfacial forces, Tomiyama drag and lift coefficient,
default turbulent dispersion force, virtual mass force with a coefficient of 0.5
and wall lubrication force with default coefficients ( CW 1 = −0.01 CW 2 = 0.05 ) that
with the STAR-CCM+ CFD package have been used. An axisymmetric twodimensional equidistant mesh/grid with 20 cells in the lateral direction and 190
cells in the axial direction was chosen for the initial study. For flow
development an additional 0.5 m header section was added to the inlet of the
computational domain. The models used are shown in Table 5.2.
A converged solution was obtained for the simulation; the trend of the crosssectional averaged axial void, though over-predicted matches that of the
experiment as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The radial distribution of axial velocity
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for both phases indicates departure from the parabolic profile, a sharp near–wall
peak for both phases appears (Figure 5.2(b)) as one moves axially down the
tube, which is rather unphysical. The peaking of near-wall velocity begins to
occur when the near wall void fraction becomes greater than 0.8. Figure 5.2(a)
indicates that - (i) too much void is being generated in the tube (ii) not too much
void is being convected /transported away from the wall (Figure 5.2(c)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Validation using the models similar to Tentner et al. (2005) and
Ustinenko et al. (2008): (a) cross-sectional average axial void distribution (b)
radial distribution of axial velocity component at three axial locations (c)
distribution of void fraction. (d) Radial distribution of axial velocity component
with old wall boiling closure set by removing one non-drag interfacial forces at
a time.
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Tentner et al. and Ustinenko et al. also observed similar wall void peaking (see
Figure 5.3(b)), although they didn’t report any radial velocity profile,
nevertheless, the large void accumulation as reported would certainly give rise
to anomalies in the radial velocity profile. Firstly, it appears that the problem is
related to the radial transport of the void; therefore, it was assumed that the nondrag interfacial forces were likely causes of the near-wall peaking of the phase
velocity. This warrants careful investigation into the combination and form of
these interfacial forces to ensure accurate prediction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Using “best combination” of interfacial forces: (a) radial distribution
of axial velocity component at three axial locations (dashed line for vapor, solid
line for liquid phase), radial distribution of void fraction (b) at 0.95m and (c) at
0.6m axial location (d) distribution of void fraction.
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There are mainly four non-drag interfacial forces in play: lift force (LF),
turbulent dispersion force (TDF), wall lubrication force (WLF), and virtual mass
force (VMF). Among these, the first three mainly contribute to the radial
migration of bubbles/voids. The derivation and form of the turbulent dispersion
force in Star-CCM+ is such that, in principle, it should not need any calibration
as it comes directly from averaging of the velocity and volume fraction
fluctuations in the linearized drag force term. So, TDF was used without any
modification all through the study. Thus, the lift force is considered (from the
previous experience with adiabatic flows) to be the most important, and it was
retained unmodified from the baseline simulation. Figure 5.2(d) plots the
variation of the radial velocity profile with each of the other forces turned off. It
is seen that no change is observed in the velocity profile and the near wall
velocity of both liquid and vapor are still very high. This can be attributed to the
fact that the lift force overshadows the effect of the other forces. This requires a
thorough investigation of the effect of the lift force.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Using “best combination” of interfacial forces; radial liquid
temperature distribution: (a) at 0.6m and (b) at 0.95m axial locations.
According to Tomiyama et al. (2002), the lift force changes its sign, i.e., shifts
its direction either towards or away from the wall based on the critical bubble
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diameter. For air-water system at normal condition, the Tomiyama lift
coefficient has the critical bubble diameter of approximately 5.8 mm. This
critical diameter reduces to 3.5mm ( E!!o = 4 ) for steam-water mixture at 68.9 bar,
however, there is no compensating mechanism in the Tomiyama lift coefficient
correlation to account for this effect of pressure variation. With the current wall
boiling model generating bubble sizes of only 0.6 to 2.4 mm in diameter, the
bubble sizes observed radially are therefore lower than the critical diameter
criterion and hence the lift force works to drive the vapor bubbles towards the
wall and not away from it. Even the wall lubrication force seems too feeble to
counter the lift force close proximity to the wall due to its dependence on the
wall adjacent cell size and bubble diameter.
In fact, bubble size and near wall cell size mismatch makes the force ineffective;
that is especially true for subcooled boiling simulations, where bubbles with a
range of diameter/sizes can appear in the domain as the consequence of the wallboiling closures. In addition, conventional lift force with Tomiyama et al. (2002)
coefficient also pushes the bubble to the wall. Both of these may contribute in
the accumulation/build up of void in the wall-adjacent cell. This results in the
unphysical high phase velocity peaks close to wall. Hence in this study, the lift
coefficient was altered to see if the near-wall velocity peak was fixed. It was
found from this study that modifying only the lift coefficient did not solve the
problem, but it was only when a negative lift force coefficient was used and at
the same time virtual mass force turned off that this was fixed (Figure 5.3(a)).
These results highlight the need to study both computationally and
mathematically the coupling between the lift force and virtual mass force, and
lift force and wall lubrication fore that have not been done in literature and is a
suggested area for future work.
Therefore, too avoid void accumulation in the wall region in CFD simulation of
subcooled boiling flows, a negative lift coefficient is the only solution as there is
no other way up to now.
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Figure 5.5: Using the “best combination” of interfacial forces; effect of lift force
on cross-sectional average axial void.
In order to arrive at the best negative lift coefficient, simulations were run by
keeping all other forces turned-on except the virtual mass force and altering the
lift force coefficients. It was found that decreasing the lift coefficient improves
the trend by reducing the cross-sectional average void as shown in Figure 5.5.
The value of lift coefficient -0.1 was found to be the best value in conjunction
with the default turbulent dispersion force and wall lubrication force models that
made the prediction of the cross-sectional average void closest/matched to the
experimental result and this is identified to be the “best combination”.
Comparison of the radial void predictions using the models used for “validation”
and with the “best combination” of models (Figure 5.3(b) and (c)) shows
substantial improvement due to the use of the latter one. Predictions of the radial
temperature of liquid at two axial locations as given in Figure 5.4(a) and (b)
were also found reasonable.

5.4.2 Mesh/Grid Sensitivity Study
A mesh sensitivity study using the “best combination” was conducted by
varying the number of cells in the radial direction while the number of cells in
the axial direction was kept constant at 190. For all grids/meshes, the y+ values
of near wall cells throughout the entire length of the pipe lay in the turbulent
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boundary layer, which is a requirement for the CFD simulation of subcooled
flow boiling using wall heat flux partitioning approach. It is found that with
increasing mesh resolution in the radial direction, cross-sectional average void
increases substantially [see Figure 5.6(a)]. This is because the Tolubinsky and
Kostanchuk bubble departure diameter model samples the liquid temperature
closer and closer to the wall for the production of vapor, thereby introducing the
obvious grid dependence. Moreover, the Kurul-Podowski WHFP model also
samples the liquid temperature of the first grid cell adjacent to the wall to
compute the quenching heat transfer coefficient and gives rise to similar grid
dependence. These difficulties are addressed by sampling the temperature from
a location in the domain specified in terms of fixed y+ (=100). However,
sampling using a fixed non-dimensional distance (y+) assuming a single-phase
universal temperature profile is not really justified in the case of boiling, and
interpolating/extrapolation too near/far may make the predictions worse. But
within some range, an improvement in grid sensitivity may be achievable.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Mesh sensitivity test using the “best combination” of interfacial
forces, by changing the number of cells in (a) radial direction (b) axial direction.
The average cross-sectional void starts to fluctuate using meshes higher than 20
cells in the radial direction. The sensitivity on the number of grid/cells in the
axial direction was also studied using 95 and 380 grids with keeping the radial
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nodes fixed (20 cells). Figure 5.6(b) also shows that the simulation results are
insensitive to the number of axial nodes. It is concluded that the use of 20 x 190
cells as was done in the previous section was sufficient enough to generate
accurate results.

5.4.3 Effect of Combinations of WHFP Closures and Bubble Size
Models
It is important to point out that the lift force changes direction based on the
bubble sizes present in the core. An important factor controlling the bubble size
in subcooled boiling is the bubble departure diameter that is essentially an input
provided by the wall-boiling model. The wall-boiling model is not only
responsible for the bubble sizes but is also responsible for the overall void
predicted. Using the “best combination” of interfacial forces, an extensive study
comparing the effect of using the ‘new’ wall-boiling closure instead of the ‘old’
wall-boiling model was performed keeping the bubble size distribution model of
Kurul-Podowski (K-P) as usual. These new models include Kocamustafaogullari
(1983) for bubble departure diameter and Hibiki and Ishii (2003) for nucleation
site number density. Model sets used in the study are given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Model sets for the second part of the study
Model

Old Closures

New Closures

Nucleation site number Lemmert and Chawla Hibiki and Ishii (2003)
density
(1977)
Bubble
Diameter

Departure Tolubinsky
and Kocamustafaogullari
Kostanchuk (1970)
(1983)

Bubble
frequency

departure Cole (1960b)

Bubble size distribution

Cole

Kurul and Podowski Kurul and Podowski
(1990) or S-Gamma.
(1990) or S-Gamma.
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From Figure 5.7(a), it can be seen that the predictions are only marginally lower;
which may be due to the use of the Kocamustafaogullari model that gives
bubble departure diameters one order of magnitude less than that of the
Tolubinsky and Kostanchuck model. It appears that the Kurul-Podowski linear
bubble size model simply diminishes the effect of the bubble departure size
model. However, since the wall-boiling model works in conjunction with the
bubble size distribution model, the effect of changing the bubble size
distribution model to the advanced S-Gamma model on the radial void is also
studied.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Cross-sectional average axial void distribution for “old” and
“new” wall-boiling closures in combination with either Kurul-Podowski (K-P)
or S-Gamma bubble size model, (b) mesh dependence of S-gamma bubble size
model.
Figure 5.7(a) also shows that the S-Gamma model when used in conjunction
with the old and new wall boiling models predicts very different axial void
profiles from when the Kurul-Podowski model is used. Using S-gamma bubble
size distribution model instead of the linear model (Kurul-Podowski) with new
wall boiling closure under-predicts the cross-sectional averaged axial void
whereas it over predicts the same with the old wall boiling closures. The studies
on the dependencies of the S-Gamma model predictions on the same experiment
(i.e., Exp-02) also show that they are critically mesh dependent (Figure 5.7(b));
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it stems from the fact that the viscous coalescence collision rate of the S-Gamma
model depends on the turbulence dissipation rate, which increases with decrease
in the near wall cell thickness. Therefore, with increasing mesh resolution,
coalescence rate increases drastically in the near wall cell, giving rise to higher
cross-sectional average void fraction. This shows that to predict an accurate void
profile it is critical that the correct combination of both the wall boiling and
bubble size distribution models be used with a proper selection of grid/mesh
size.

5.4.4 Effects of WHFP Closures and Bubble Size Model Combinations
on Other Bartolomei Test Cases
The four combinations of models, as mentioned in the previous section (and also
in the Table 5.3) have also been used to simulate some other Bartolomei test
cases.
Figure 5.8(a)-(d) present the cross-sectional average axial void distribution for
the test case namely: Exp-06, Exp-07, Exp-11, and Exp-13. As observed earlier
for the test cast of Exp-02, the predictions of the cross-sectional average axial
void distribution for these four test cases are more or less insensitive for the
Kurul-Podowski linear bubble size model with either old or new wall boiling
closures. The differences can be attributed to the fact of different inlet
subcooling of the test cases. The more the inlet subcooling of the liquid phase,
the higher the difference between the cross-sectional average void prediction
using the old and new wall boiling closures for the Kurul-Podowski bubble size
model; obviously the higher prediction is with the old boiling closures as
expected. This is basically owing to the liquid subcooling dependence of the KP linear bubble size model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: Cross-sectional average axial void distribution for “old” and “new”
wall-boiling closures in combination with either Kurul-Podowski (K-P) or SGamma bubble size model for four other Bartolomei test cases.
For the S-Gamma’s combination with old and new boiling closures, the
predictions of the four test cases follow the same trend as that for Exp-02; with
old boiling closure (large bubble departure diameter) the predictions are higher,
in contrast, with new wall boiling closure the predictions are lower as the bubble
size is lower. This is because; the coalescence kernel (in particular the collision
rate) of the S-Gamma model depends on the local bubble diameter raised to the
power of 2. Thus, large bubbles have higher coalescence rate compared to the
smaller bubbles. Further to this, interfacial forces, such as lift force, have greater
impact on large bubbles than smaller bubbles. Due to these multidimensional
effects, S-gamma and new wall boiling closures combination always give lower
predictions for the cross-sectional average void. From the cross-sectional
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average void distribution it is found that the S-Gamma model in combination
with the new wall closures fails to predict the inception of boiling, i.e. the point
where bubbles start to appear on the wall of the computational domain. This is
true for all the five test cases, however more prominent for the Exp-11 and Exp13. The speculation made earlier also holds for the discrepancy mentioned above
about the inception of boiling. Moreover, the test cases Exp-11 and Exp-13 were
in fact high-pressure experiments conducted at 108 bar. In the simulation of
these two cases with the Kocamustafaogullari model, the bubble departure size
for 108 bar test cases are about 50% less than that for 68.9 bar test cases.
Therefore, for these two cases, coalescence rate at the wall cell significantly
reduces giving a relatively lower cross-sectional average void all through.

5.4.5 Effect of Coalescence Model
One of the main findings from the studies described above is the STAR’s
inability to predict the inception of boiling, especially when the S-Gamma
model is used in conjunction with the latest wall-boiling closures. This may be
due to the following reasons:
-Smaller bubble size, which is the outcome of the wall boiling closures, as the
coalescence kernel (in particular the collision rate) of the S-Gamma model
depends on the local bubble diameter raised to the power of 2;
- Calculation process of the viscous coalescence collision model; it depends on
the shear rate which is calculated using the velocity field for laminar flow and
for a turbulent field it is calculated as γ! = ερc µc , which uses the turbulent
dissipation rate, density and viscosity from the continuous (liquid) phase. This
method is utilized in STAR-CCM+ to compute the viscous coalescence collision
rate.
-The method of calculation of coalescence probability.
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The origin of coalescence collision frequency model of bubbles due to the
viscous shear effect was from Friedlander (1977) [given in Friedlander (2000)].
In the present study, the Friedlander model is implemented in its original form in
the STAR-CCM+ using a user defined field function; the shear rate in its
implementation is calculated directly from the velocity field instead of the
method of calculation of STAR. STAR’s default model and the Friedlander
Collision Frequency model have been used separately while keeping all other
models unchanged. The predictions of the cross-sectional averaged void for the
Bart-1980-Exp-06 using the STAR’s built-in coalescence model and the
Friedlander’s (1977) model are shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Effect of viscous coalescence collision rate on the prediction of
cross-sectional average void.
Using the Friedlander’s model without any modification is in fact able to predict
the inception of boiling, however it gives very high cross-sectional average void.
Using coefficients to limit its value actually do not help at all. Rather it shifts
toward the value predicted by STAR’s default implementation of this specific
model. In some literature (Liao et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2005) it is mentioned
that the effect of decrease in the free space for bubble movement results in an
increase in the bubble collision frequency and hence address this issue by

(

)

multiplying the factor α g,max α g,max − α g with the collision frequency, which is
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known as the packing fraction. Here α g,max is the maximum possible gas holdup.
They used a value of 0.8 taking into account the poly-dispersed bubble size
distribution. (Hibiki and Ishii, 2000) used the value off 0.741, which
corresponds to the limit of closed packed equal sized bubbles. In addition they

(

)

calculate the factor (packing fraction) as α g α g,max − α g , which is considerably
different from the one mentioned earlier. Wang et al.’s factor was implemented
with the Friedlander coalescence collision rate and the predictions are also
shown in Figure 5.9. A comparison between these two factors is given in Figure
5.10 that shows the variation with local instantaneous void. One remarkable
point about these factors is that they take into account the local gas holdup,
however increase in bubble crowding may also drastically change the local shear
rate, which in turn can effects the collision frequency. Thus, the application of
these factors is somewhat doubtful.

Figure 5.10: Packing fraction to enhance the coalescence collision rate due to
increased bubble crowding.
Lastly, the effect of bubble sizes on the coalescence probability was analyzed
thoroughly. The viscous coalescence probability model depends on the so-called
drainage time. With four modes of drainage time, i.e. four types of interfaces,
coalescence probability can be increased or decreased. Figure 5.11 shows the
radial variation of viscous coalescence probability for two different bubble sizes
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representative of Kocamustafaogullari and Tolubinsky-Kostanchuck bubble
departure diameters respectively when applied to Bart-1980-Exp-06 (108bar)
simulation. It is worth to mention that all the simulations described in this
chapter utilize the “fully mobile” mode of drainage model to calculate
coalescence probability.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Radial variation of viscous coalescence probability for two bubble
sizes: (a) 0.000026 m (Kocamustafaogullari) (b) 0.00047 m (TolubinskyKostanchuck).
From Figure 5.11 (a) and (b), it is clear that coalescence probability decreases
with increasing bubble size, in addition when the interacting bubble sizes are too
small, they coalesce instantly except where the interface in immobile. However,
most remarkable fact is that, as opposed to what its name suggests, the
“Viscous/laminar coalescence probability” decreases near the viscositydominated region near the wall. In contrast, the same probability increases in the
inertia-dominated region, which is totally unphysical.

5.4.6 Effect of “g” on the Predictions
In the course of the study involving the new wall boiling closures (which utilizes
more physics), it was sought to see the g dependence of the wall heat flux
partitioning (WHFP) closures to explore the probable reason behind the nearwall void accumulation and unusual peaking in the axial component of radial
velocity profile downstream to onset of nucleate boiling (ONB). By reducing the
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value of acceleration due to gravity (g) to half, i.e. 0.5g, simulation was run to
see the effect of buoyancy on the prediction. It is found (Figure 5.12(a)) that the
radial distribution of axial velocity component for both liquid and vapor phase
increases substantially as a result of reducing the gravity to half. Also a
significant increase in the cross-sectional average void can be seen in Figure
5.12(b). The increased flow speed must be associated with a greater void
fraction, or equivalently with a lower density.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Effect of ‘g’ on radial distribution of (a) axial liquid and vapor
velocity component (b) cross-sectional average axial void distribution.
Investigating the algebraic form of the WHFP closures/correlations seems to
explain this observed higher void fraction. The correlation for nucleation site
density does not depend upon “g”, although the quantities on which it does
depend may vary slightly as “g” is varied. Therefore the product of the departure
diameter raised to the power three and the departure frequency is then a fairly
good indicator of the volumetric vapor generation rate at a given axial location.
The form of the correlations is such that this product varies inversely with
gravity. So, halving gravity corresponds to predicting a volumetric vapor
generation rate that is twice as high. Plotting of the radial variation of void
fraction at several axial locations (Figure 5.13(a)) and the axial distribution of
near wall void fraction (Figure 5.13(b)) confirmed that this are consistent with
the observation made above. Further to this, change in the predictions of bubble
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departure diameter and frequency as given in Table 5.4 by making the “g” half
can be clearly seen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Effect of ‘g’ on (a) radial distribution of void at 5 axial locations (b)
axial distribution of near-wall void fraction (at near wall cell).
Note that this is just what it says; an investigation of the importance of gravity
on the predictions, and not necessarily at all related to the influence of gravity
on the actual physical behavior; the motivation here was to guide and warn
when variously applying this approach to vertical tubes and to horizontal tubes,
where the physical significance of gravity of course would be expected to be
rather different.
Table 5.4: Output of the WHFP closures by changing “g”.
1g
0.5 g
Bubble Departure Diameter (m)

2.64E-05

3.73E-05

Bubble Departure Frequency (1/s)

688

409

5.5 SUMMARY
In the present study, the ensemble averaged Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
modeling approach was utilized to simulate and analyse subcooled boiling
phenomena in the case of upward flow of liquid in a vertical pipe using the RPI
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wall heat flux partitioning approach in conjunction with bubble size distribution
models. Initially, effort has been made to reproduce the results of one of the
experiment (Exp-02) of Bartolomei et al. (1980) and the predictions of the same
by Tentner et al. (2005) and Ustinenko et al. (2008) using the old wall boiling
sub-models similar to those used by the simulation studies mentioned above.
Though over predicted, the general trend of cross-sectional averaged axial void
fraction was reproduced, however, the predictions of the liquid and vapor
velocity profile were not as expected. The effect of the default Tomiyama et al.
(2002) lift force coefficient model and the virtual mass force model caused
excess vapour to migrate towards the wall and results in wrong axial velocity
component predictions in the near wall region; in addition the wall lubrication
force was simply ineffective due to the smaller bubbles adjacent to the wall.
These were corrected using a negative lift coefficient as well as by turning off
the virtual mass force at the same time. By performing simulations in a stepwise manner, with different combinations of interfacial forces, the “ideal” or
“best” combination of forces was arrived at. The value of lift coefficient -0.1
was found to be the best value in combination with the default turbulent
dispersion force and wall lubrication force models that predicted a more
accurate axial void distribution as well as a ‘correct’ velocity profile for both
phases and this is identified to be the “best combination”. This study highlighted
that the famous lift force coefficient model of Tomiyama et al. is not suitable for
modeling subcooled boiling flow and the lift force and virtual mass force share
an interesting combination and needs further investigation. Simulations were
also performed for the same test case using the latest set of wall boiling models
and an advanced bubble size distribution model. Comparisons were made
between the predictions, the experimental findings and the predictions of
Tentner et al (2005) and Ustinenko et al. (2008) and observations were made
about the differences.
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Afterwards, these refined set of model combinations were used to simulate some
other Bartolomei test cases. In all cases, it was found that the Kurul-Podowski
linear bubble size model simply diminishes the effect of bubble departure size
model by giving more or less the same predictions in combination with any of
the models. In addition, it was also found that using S-gamma bubble size
distribution model instead of the linear model (Kurul-Podowski) with new wall
boiling closure under predicts the cross-sectional averaged axial void whereas it
over predicts the same with old wall boiling closures. This suggests that in
subcooled flow boiling simulations, the S-Gamma model greatly depends on the
bubble departure diameter, which is one of the outcomes of the WHFP
approach. It was also found that the S-Gamma model predictions are critically
mesh/grid size dependent. Therefore to predict an accurate void profile it is
critical that the correct combination of both the wall boiling and bubble size
distribution models be used with a proper selection of grid/mesh size.
Another important finding from the study is the STAR’s inability to predict the
inception of boiling, particularly when the S-Gamma model is used in
conjunction with the latest wall-boiling closures. By implementing a new model
(Friedlander, 1977) for viscous coalescence collision rate, this shortcoming was
attempted to address. The result is the correct prediction of inception of boiling,
however, it gives very high cross-sectional average void downstream. It was
also found that the viscous coalescence probability model’s behaviour is
unphysical; it decreases in the viscous-dominated region near a wall and
increases in the inertia-dominated region. In addition, importance of the gravity
“g” on the predictions in the context of WHFP closures was investigated.
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CHAPTER 6. CROSS-FLOW BOILING ON A SINGLE TUBE
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The computational fluid dynamics studies conducted so far on two-phase crossflow over tube/tube bundle geometry are either adiabatic, or diabatic which
allows phase change phenomena. Moreover, all of the diabatic studies conducted
on such geometry are basically using the porous media concept; thus essentially
missing the detail of the thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the bundle. Current
techniques for approaching detailed component–scale multiphase simulations
include either modeling the two-phases as a continuous-dispersed pair using the
ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian approach or VOF techniques that fully
separate the existing phases. However, there is no known case in the open
literature of application of either of these two approaches in the modeling of
adiabatic and boiling cross-flow on the shell side of tube-bundle geometry.
In chapter 5, the potentiality of the CFD approach for subcooled flow boiling in
a simple vertical pipe has been presented; that can provide reasonable
predictions given the appropriate set of models are in use.
The current chapter presents an attempt to predict the local boiling heat transfer
coefficient from a tube surface under cross-flow conditions using the ensemble
average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid approach employing a refined set of
closures obtained through the investigations presented in the earlier chapters.
Success of this part of the study will help to proceed towards applying the same
methodology to more complex geometry and flow condition, such as tubebundle under cross-flow boiling. To validate the numerical approach, nine (9)
experimental test cases of Cornwell and Einarsson (1990) have been chosen.
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6.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE BOILING TEST CASES OF
CORNWELL AND EINARSSON (1990)
To find suitable experiment(s) with clearly defined data of local void
distribution, bubble sizes, velocity and temperature distribution, etc. that can be
used for verifying the applicability of the CFD boiling model in cross-flow
situation, an extensive literature search was carried out. In the last 50 years,
numerous experiments were carried out on two-phase cross-flows (with or
without heat transfer) over single tubes and tube-bundle, however most of these
were aimed at finding various average quantities, for instance pressure drop
across a bundle, average heat transfer coefficient of the tubes, etc. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, there is no measurement so far of phasic velocities,
bubble sizes and void fraction for boiling over a single tube under cross-flow. In
this circumstance, some of the experiments of Cornwell and Einarsson (1990)
have been chosen. They conducted experimental studies on nucleate boiling on a
single tube under cross-flow conditions to measure the peripheral (azimuthal)
variation of local boiling heat transfer coefficient in order to explain the
phenomena occurring there, that are fundamentally different from those on a flat
plate.
In the boiling chamber of the Cornwell and Einarsson (1990) experiment, a
steady uniform flow of saturated Refrigerant 113 (R-113) was made to flow over
the tube/cylinder under study at atmospheric pressure (saturation temperature of
R113 is about 47.6°C). The vertical flow section was 77 mm wide by 65 mm
deep, and the cylinder/tube was situated 410 mm from the fluid entrance at the
base in order to minimize non-uniformity in the low-velocity flow.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the Cornwell & Einarssons’s boiling chamber.
All the tests were conducted at a liquid temperature between saturation and 1 °C
subcooling. In the experiments a specially designed tube was used to eliminate
the azimuthal conduction through metal surface due to the local variation of
surface temperature. Local wall surface temperature was estimated by
conduction theory from the known temperature at a point, which was measured
using inserted thermocouple in defined location.
Table 6.1: Experimental setup of Cornwell and Einarsson (1990)
Test Chamber

Width 77mm; depth 65mm; tube location from inlet 410mm

Tube diameter

27.1 mm

Tube length

76 mm

Material

Boiling occurs on thin stainless steel sleeve on a copper tube

Heater

Cartridge
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Heat Flux

15, 25, and 40 kW/m2

Table 6.2: Experimental details-Fluid properties
Working Fluid:

R113

Saturation Temperature:

47.6°C

Pressure:

100 kPa

Liquid velocity:

(0.2, 0.3, 0.37) m/s (measured upstream the
tube)

R113 liquid phase density

1509.2 kg/m3

R113 vapor phase density

7.3 kg/m3

Subcooling at inlet

0 to 1°C

6.3 CFD MODELING
6.3.1 Overview of the Models
CFD simulations have been conducted using the ensemble-averaged EulerianEulerian two-fluid model approach discussed in details in CHAPTER 3. The
models and closures used are the “best combination” of models suggested in
CHAPTER 5. These are given briefly in Table-6.3. It is worth to mention that
the simulations have only been carried out using the “old wall-boiling” closures
in conjunction with the S-Gamma model; preliminary simulations using “new
wall-boiling” closures revealed severe under-predictions in the quantities of
interest that brings again the fact of mesh dependencies of these models when
used in conjunction with the S-Gamma model as highlighted in CHAPTER 5.
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Table 6.3: Models used in the cross-flow boiling simulation.
Model
Simulation set-up
Drag force

Tomiyama et al. (1998)

Lift force

Auton et al. (1988)
Coefficient= -0.1
Default (constant turbulent dispersion
Prandtl no. (=1) and
calibration constant=1)
Antal et al. (1991), STARCCM+coefficient

Turbulent dispersion force (TDF)
Wall lubrication force (WLF)

Bubble size distribution model
S-Gamma (default coefficient/factors)
Turbulence models (Continuous phase) Standard K-Epsilon with high y+wall
treatment
Turbulence models (Disperse phase)
Issa Turbulence response model by
Behzadi et al. (2004)
Wall Boiling Models
Tolubinsky-Kostanchuk (1970)
Lemmert-Chawla (1977)
Cole (1960b)

6.3.2 Meshes/Grids
The geometry was created using 3D-CAD. The core volume mesh contains
polyhedral type cells whereas prismatic cell layers were incorporated next to
wall boundaries by using the polyhedral and prism layer meshing models
respectively. Required grid refinement near the tube surface was achieved by
successively increasing the number of prism layers and thereby checking the
corresponding wall y+ values to ensure the applicability of the wall-function
approach for near wall turbulence modeling. This was particularly difficult due
to the curvature of the tube wall (See Figure 6.5). Finally a one cell thick twodimensional mesh was extracted from the three-dimensional mesh because it is
more efficient and less computationally expensive than the 3-D mesh.
For bubbly two-phase flows, the limitation in the near wall modelling inhibits
the use of a very fine mesh, and permits only the wall-function type approach.
Therefore, relatively coarser meshes were used to simulate the two-phase
boiling cross-flows.
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6.3.3 Predictions of Boiling Heat Transfer Coefficients
Simulations were conducted with three heat fluxes (15, 25 and 40 kW/m2) for
the inlet liquid velocities of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.37 m/s. Extracted wall temperatures
around the tube were used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient using
Newton’s law of cooling. Predictions of the heat transfer coefficients for these
cases are shown in Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.4. For all of these simulations, the
trends of the predictions are in excellent agreement with the experimental
findings. In low heat flux simulations, heat transfer coefficient predictions for
the downstream side of the tube (180° azimuthal angle position) are more or less
reasonable, albeit the same for the upstream side (0°/360° angle position) is
underestimated. However, the opposite is true for the higher heat flux cases;
starting from the front stagnation point, the predictions in the upstream side of
the tube closely follows the trend of the experimental data. In contrast, for the
downstream side of the tube, predictions are severely under predicted.

Figure 6.2: Azimuthal variation of boiling heat transfer coefficient around a
tube/cylinder under cross-flow for an applied heat flux of 15 kW/m2.
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Figure 6.3: Azimuthal variation of boiling heat transfer coefficient around a
tube/cylinder under cross-flow for an applied heat flux of 25 kW/m2.

Figure 6.4: Azimuthal variation of boiling heat transfer coefficient around a
tube/cylinder under cross-flow for an applied heat flux of 40 kW/m2.
These variations of predictions are perhaps due to the use of coarser mesh and
standard wall function adapted by the turbulence models for near wall treatment
in single phase flow simulation. Although use of standard wall function in
subcooled boiling simulations was shown to give reasonable accuracy in wall144
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bounded flows, such as pipe (Chapter 5). Nevertheless, standard wall functions
reach their limitation when the conditions of the flow differ considerably from
the ideal or simple conditions under which these functions are developed, such
as severe pressure gradients that leads to boundary layer separation found
typically in the downstream side of a tube under cross-flow. In fact, boundary
layer separation and liquid recirculation in the rear side of a tube that gives rise
to adverse pressure gradient can not be captured using wall function approach.
Moreover, introduction of boiling further add to the complexity of the problem.
This can be can be readily comprehend from Figure 6.5, which shows the
variation of the wall y+ (non-dimensional distance to the center of the first cell)
with imposed heat flux for the same mesh and liquid inlet velocity of 0.37 m/s.
Thus, the presence of the vapor (bubbles) in the near wall cell and their
movement therein modifies the wall shear stress significantly. One possible
improvement may be the incorporation of velocity wall function for boiling twophase flow, such as that by Ramstorfer et al. (2007). In addition, many other
factors can contribute to this discrepancy; for instance, the interfacial mass,
momentum and energy transfer models, bubble size distribution models, etc.

Figure 6.5: Azimuthal variation of wall y+ around a tube with heat fluxes.
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Also, the percentage of error in the prediction of HTC varies from 5% to 3%
with increasing the heat flux applied at the wall; therefore, for a given inlet
liquid velocity, error in prediction decreases with increasing heat flux.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.6: Yield of the wall-boiling model closures: Azimuthal variation of (a)
bubble departure frequency, (b) bubble departure diameter, (c) nucleation site
number density, and (d) wall heat-flux partitioning around a tube/cylinder under
liquid cross-flow (0.37 m/s) for an applied heat flux of 40 kW/m2.

6.3.4 Prediction of Heat Flux Partitioning
In the experiments it was found that the maximum peripheral variations in heat
transfer coefficient were around 25%. Cornwell and Einarsson attributed this
variation to the presence of a thin layer of bubbles sliding at the periphery owing
to the nucleate boiling at the base (front stagnation point) of the tube, and
concluded that heat transfer caused by these sliding bubbles prevailed over other
mechanisms available. The partitioning of the heat flux to different mechanisms
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according to Kurul and Podowski (1990) for one of the present test cases
simulation has been shown in Figure 6.6. It is clear that the evaporative and
quenching parts of the heat flux are predominant over the ordinary single-phase
convective heat flux.

Figure 6.7: Representation of typical vapor production in a cross-flow
simulation.

6.4 SUMMARY
This chapter describes the CFD simulations carried out on cross-flow boiling
over a single tube using “best combination” of model set found earlier. The
predictions are compared with the available experimental data.
The predictions of the boiling simulations for the cross-flow cases found to
follow the trends of the experimental data, although under predicted in some of
the cases. In particular, simulations persistently failed to estimate the heat
transfer coefficient in the rear stagnation point of the tube. This may be owing to
the use of coarse mesh and single-phase wall function. However, many other
factors can contribute to this.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The motivation of the work described in this thesis was to examine various
models/closures related to the ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
modeling approach focusing mainly on the interfacial forces for modeling twophase adiabatic and subcooled boiling flows, and apply as far as possible a “best
combination” of these models to the case of cross-flow boiling over a single
tube/tube-bundle. In what follows, Section 7.1 summarizes the conclusions
drawn and Section 7.2 lists recommendations for further work.

7.1 CONCLUSIONS
To accomplish the objectives set out in the introduction, at first an in depth
review and examination of various models/closures related to the ensemble
average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modeling approach available in the
literature has been carried out, concentrating chiefly on the effect of the
modelling of interfacial forces on radial/lateral bubble/void distribution in twophase adiabatic and subcooled boiling flows. To date no unanimously accepted
set of closure models has been established for interfacial forces even for the
simplest of the adiabatic two-phase bubbly flow simulation, let alone that with
heat and mass transfer between the phases.
In particular, drag and virtual mass forces are found to have no direct effect on
the lateral void distribution. In contrast, the lift force and so called wall
lubrication force mainly contributes to the lateral void distribution, therefore
these are highlighted in the literatures for modeling adiabatic bubbly flows in a
vertical pipe. However, inconsistent conclusions can be found for the lift force
coefficient model/values in the modeling of subcooled boiling flows. Besides,
although the applicability of the wall lubrication force was demonstrated for
low-pressure cases, its usage in the CFD simulation of high-pressure test cases
still remains an open-ended question.
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Secondly, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations have been
conducted and compared with the experiments of Hibiki et al. (2001) to
investigate the influence of the interfacial forces models, particularly the drag,
lift and wall lubrication forces examined earlier, in the context of two-phase
adiabatic air-water upward bubbly flows in a vertical pipe. Using the ensemble
average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model framework of commercial CFD code
STAR-CCM+, transport equations for mass and momentum conservation,
standard K-Epsilon turbulence and S-Gamma model for bubble size distribution
have been solved. The lift force coefficient models, namely: Tomiyama et al.
(2002) and Legendre and Magnaudet (1998), which were developed for isolated
bubbles, consistently generate high positive lift coefficients for the bubble sizes
under consideration (inertial and spherical cap) and push the bubbles/void
towards the wall, giving unphysical predictions for the five primitive variables
considered, namely: liquid and gas velocity profile, radial distribution of void
fraction, sauter mean diameter and interfacial area concentration. Although, the
local void fraction dependent lift coefficient by Behzadi et al. (2004) gave rather
reasonable predictions for most of the primitive variables compared, however,
the need for a more general lift force coefficient model appropriate/suitable for
modeling two-phase flow with broad range of dispersed phase fraction is
recognized.
In combination with lift coefficient models of Tomiyama et al. (2002) and
Behzadi et al. (2004), four sets of wall lubrication forces models/coefficients
have also been tested separately. It is found that the wall lubrication force model
along with its coefficients and the lift force coefficient model should be
proposed in a combination rather than individually, because they strongly
couple, which plays a key role on the radial distribution of the bubbles/void. It is
also evident that the strength of the wall lubrication force should be comparable
in magnitude to the strength of the lift force in the close proximity to the wall;
this ensures the occurrence of the expected wall peak of void. Hence, Behzadi et
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al. (2004) lift force coefficient model in combination with the Antal et al. (1991)
wall lubrication force model satisfies this conditions and can fairly predict all
the flow variables reasonably well including core peak or wall peak in the void
distribution. The disagreements found in the predictions may originate from the
failures of the modeling of coalescence and breakup phenomena, which have not
been considered in the adiabatic part of the studies. Another important
observation on the wall lubrication force is that its range of influence may not be
limited close to the wall and probably extends into the core flow somewhat like
that imparted by the Tomiyama et al.’s wall lubrication force model.
Six different drag force coefficient models have also been investigated in
combination with the Behzadi et al. (2004) lift coefficient and Antal et al. (1991)
wall lubrication force model with the original coefficients. In general,
predictions of the radial distribution of primitive variables including the void
fraction seems insensitive to the drag coefficient model used, except the axial
velocity profile of the dispersed phase. Among the models tested in the adiabatic
two-phase CFD investigation, the Ishii and Zuber (1979) correlation in
combination with Behzadi et al. (2004) lift coefficient and Antal et al. (1991)
wall lubrication force model gives reasonable predictions for all the primitive
flow variable considered.
Moreover, CFD investigation and analysis have also been carried out on
subcooled boiling phenomena in the case of high-pressure upward flow of water
in a vertical pipe using the same ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
model framework of STAR-CCM+ in conjunction with the linear bubble size
model and wall heat flux partitioning approach of Kurul and Podowski (1990).
Initially, effort has been made to reproduce the results of one of the experiment
(Exp-02) of Bartolomei et al. (1980) and the predictions of the same by some
earlier researchers using the old WHFP closures similar to those used by them.
Although the trend of cross-sectional averaged axial void fraction distribution
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was reproduced, however, the predictions of the liquid and vapor velocity
profile have seen unusual peaks in the wall adjacent region. The effect of the
combination of the Tomiyama et al. (2002) lift force coefficient model and the
virtual mass force model caused excess vapour build-up in the wall region that
results in incorrect axial velocity predictions; in addition the wall lubrication
force was simply ineffective due to the smaller bubbles adjacent to the wall.
This problem was overcome only by the use of a negative lift coefficient and
turning off the virtual mass force at the same time. By performing simulations in
a step-wise manner, subsequently an “ideal” or “best” combination of forces was
realized. The value of lift coefficient -0.1 was found to be the best value in
combination with the default turbulent dispersion force and wall lubrication
force models that predicted a more accurate axial void distribution as well as
accurate velocity profile for both phases.
This study pointed out that the famous lift force coefficient model of Tomiyama
et al. (2002) is not suitable for simulating subcooled boiling flow and the lift
force and virtual mass force share a strange coupling and needs further
investigation.
Simulations were also performed for the same test case using the latest set of
WHFP closures and S-Gamma bubble size distribution model in combinations
with the ideal/best combination of interfacial forces models. It is found that the
Kurul-Podowski’s linear bubble size model simply diminishes the effect of the
use of different WHFP closure sets by yielding more or less the same
predictions. In addition, it was also found that using the S-gamma bubble size
distribution model instead of the linear model (Kurul-Podowski) with new wall
boiling closure under predicts the cross-sectional averaged axial void whereas it
over predicts the same with old wall boiling closures. This suggests that in
subcooled flow boiling simulations, S-Gamma model greatly depends on the
bubble departure diameter, which is one of the outcomes of the WHFP
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approach. It was also found that the S-Gamma model predictions are critically
mesh/grid size dependent.
Afterwards, simulations have been conduced using the best/ideal combination of
interfacial models in conjunction with the linear and S-Gamma bubble size
models and with both set of WHFP closures separately to simulate four other
Bartolomei test cases. In all cases, predictions are typical of that of the
previously investigated one. Therefore, it can be concluded that to predict an
accurate void profile it is critical that the correct combination of both the WHFP
closure set and bubble size distribution models be used with a proper selection
of grid/mesh resolution. It is also found that the S-Gamma model in conjunction
with the latest wall-boiling closures fails to predict the inception of boiling
accurately. This deficiency was addressed by implementing the original model
of Friedlander for viscous coalescence collision rate, which predicts the
inception of boiling correctly, however, this results in a very high crosssectional average void downstream. In addition, importance of the gravity “g”
on the predictions in the context of modeling of the WHFP closures was
investigated.
Lastly, application of the ensemble average Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
modeling approach is extended in cross-flow case to predict the heat transfer
coefficient in the case of flow boiling over a single tube using the “best/ideal
combination” of interfacial forces model set found earlier for subcooled boiling
in a vertical pipe. It is found that the predictions of the azimuthal variation of
boiling heat transfer coefficient follow the trends of the experimental data,
although under-predicted persistently in the rear stagnation point of the tube.
This may be owing to the use of coarse mesh and single-phase wall function.
However, many other factors can contribute to this, and the last part of the
studies presented in the Chapter 6 of the thesis merely focused on to show the
potentiality of the Eulerian two-fluid modeling approach in the simulation of
cross-flow boiling on a tube/tube-bundle.
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The following main recommendations for future work arise from the studies
described in this thesis:
- A detailed study in search for a more appropriate model for the phase
fraction dependent lift force coefficient, like that of Behzadi et al. (2004),
which can take into account the sign change property due to shape
distortion, is highly recommended.
- In conjunction with the aforementioned work on lift force coefficient
model, the wall lubrication force model also needs to be considered due to
their coupling nature as well as the range of influence issue and
overshadowing effect of one on another. In this context, studies should
start with the adiabatic case, which might ultimately extends to the boiling
case to answer the need for a bizzare negative lift coefficient via a suitable
combination of lift coefficient and wall lubrication force model pair.
- In subcooled boiling simulation, lift force and virtual mass force exhibits
an unusual coupling and needs further investigation.
- Another prospective area for investigation is the coalescence and breakup
kernel of the S-Gamma bubble size distribution model; in the studies
reported in this thesis, the failure and inadequacies of these kernels have
been recognized. Moreover, the predictions of the primitive variables
were shown to be highly sensitive to the change of these parameters,
therefore need further study to exclusively address these issues in the
context of adiabatic two-phase and subcooled boiling flows.
- Drag coefficients, that incorporate multipliers due to the presence of the
high phase fraction and different flow regimes, such as that by Behzadi et
al. (2004) and Simonnet et al. (2007) have not been tested in the adiabatic
two-phase study case. However, these models would be potential
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candidates, as the experiments considered had been conducted for high
air/gas phase fraction; therefore these need to be considered in future
studies.
- Inclusion of the Bubble Induced Turbulence (BIT) and two-phase wall
function in the context of adiabatic two-phase and subcooled boiling
flows are another two potential areas that may help to get more reliable
and accurate predictions.
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